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AUTOMATIC CONTEXT SENSITIVE LANGUAGE CORRECTION USING AN

INTERNET CORPUS PARTICULARLY FOR SMALL KEYBOARD DEVICES

REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

Reference is hereby made to U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial

No. 61/300,081, filed February 1, 2010, entitled AUTOMATIC CONTEXT

SENSITIVE LANGUAGE CORRECTION USING AN INTERNET CORPUS

PARTICULARLY FOR SMALL KEYBOARD DEVICES, the disclosure of which is

hereby incorporated by reference and priority of which is hereby claimed pursuant to 37

CFR 1.78(a) (4) and (5)(i).

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to computer-assisted language correction

generally.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The following publications are believed to represent the current state of

the art:

U.S. Patent Nos. 5,659,771; 5,907,839; 6,424,983; 7,296,019; 5,956,739

and 4,674,065

U.S. Published Patent Application Nos. 2006/0247914 and

2007/0106937;



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention seeks to provide improved systems and

functionalities for computer based language correction for small keyboard devices, such

as handheld devices, mobile devices, touch screen devices and tablet PC devices.

There is thus provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the

present invention a language correction system particularly suitable for small keyboard

devices, such as handheld devices, mobile devices, touch screen devices and tablet PC

devices, the system including an alternatives generator, generating on the basis of an

input sentence a text-based representation providing multiple alternatives for each of a

plurality of words in the sentence, a selector for selecting among at least the multiple

alternatives for each of the plurality of words in the sentence, based at least partly on an

internet corpus, and a correction generator operative to provide a correction output

based on selections made by the selector.

Preferably, the selector is operative to make the selections based on at

least one of the following correction functions: spelling correction, misused word

correction and grammar correction.

Additionally or alternatively, the input sentence is provided by one of the

following functionalities: short message service (SMS) functionality, E-mail

functionality, web search functionality, web page editing box functionality, small

keyboard device word processor functionality and speech-to-text conversion

functionality, and the selector is operative to make the selections based on at least one

of the following correction functions: misused word correction and grammar correction.

Preferably, the correction generator includes a corrected language input

generator operative to provide a corrected language output based on selections made by

the selector without requiring user intervention. Additionally or alternatively, the

grammar correction functionality includes at least one of punctuation, verb inflection,

single/plural noun, article and preposition correction functionalities.



In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the

grammar correction functionality includes at least one of replacement, insertion and

omission correction functionalities.

Preferably, the selector includes context based scoring functionality

operative to rank the multiple alternatives, based at least partially on contextual feature-

sequence (CFS) frequencies of occurrences in an internet corpus. Additionally, the

context based scoring functionality is also operative to rank the multiple alternatives

based at least partially on normalized CFS frequencies of occurrences in the internet

corpus.

There is also provided in accordance with another preferred embodiment

of the present invention a language correction system particularly suitable for use with

small keyboard devices including at least one of spelling correction functionality,

misused word correction functionality and grammar correction, and contextual feature-

sequence functionality cooperating with at least one of the spelling correction

functionality; the misused word correction functionality and the grammar correction and

employing an internet corpus.

Preferably, the grammar correction functionality includes at least one of

punctuation, verb inflection, single/plural noun, article and preposition correction

functionalities. Additionally or alternatively, the grammar correction functionality

includes at least one of replacement, insertion and omission correction functionalities.

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the

language correction system particularly suitable for use with small keyboard devices

includes at least one of the spelling correction functionality, the misused word

correction functionality and the grammar correction functionality, and the contextual

feature-sequence functionality cooperates with at least one of the spelling correction

functionality, the misused word correction functionality and the grammar correction

functionality, and employs an internet corpus.

Preferably, the language correction system particularly suitable for use

with small keyboard devices also includes at least two of the spelling correction

functionality, the misused word correction functionality and the grammar correction

functionality and the contextual feature-sequence functionality cooperates with at least



two of the spelling correction functionality, the misused word correction functionality

and the grammar correction functionality, and employs an internet corpus.

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the

language correction system particularly suitable for use with small keyboard devices

also includes the spelling correction functionality, the misused word correction

functionality and the grammar correction functionality, and the contextual feature-

sequence functionality cooperates with the spelling correction functionality, the misused

word correction functionality and the grammar correction functionality, and employs an

internet corpus.

Preferably, the correction generator includes a corrected language

generator operative to provide a corrected language output based on selections made by

the selector without requiring user intervention.

There is further provided in accordance with yet another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a computer-assisted language correction system

particularly suitable for use with small keyboard devices including an alternatives

generator, generating on the basis of a language input a text-based representation

providing multiple alternatives for each of a plurality of words in the sentence, a

selector for selecting among at least the multiple alternatives for each of the plurality of

words in the language input, based at least partly on a relationship between selected

ones of the multiple alternatives for at least some of the plurality of words in the

language input and a correction generator operative to provide a correction output based

on selections made by the selector.

Preferably, the language input includes at least one of an input sentence

and an input text. Additionally or alternatively, the language input is speech and the

generator converts the language input in speech to a text-based representation providing

multiple alternatives for a plurality of words in the language input.

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the

language input is at least one of a text input and an output of word processing

functionality, and the generator converts the language input in text to a text-based

representation providing multiple alternatives for a plurality of words in the language

input.



Preferably, the selector is operative to make the selections based on at

least one of the following correction functions: spelling correction, misused word

correction and grammar correction.

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the

language input is speech and the selector is operative to make the selections based on at

least one of the following correction functions: misused word correction, and grammar

correction.

Preferably, the selector is operative to make the selections by carrying

out at least two of the following functions: selection of a first set of words or

combinations of words which include less than all of the plurality of words in the

language input for an initial selection, thereafter ordering elements of the first set of

words or combinations of words to establish priority of selection and thereafter when

selecting among the multiple alternatives for an element of the first set of words,

choosing other words, but not all, of the plurality of words as a context to influence the

selecting. Additionally or alternatively, the selector is operative to make the selections

by carrying out the following function: when selecting for an element having at least

two words, evaluating each of the multiple alternatives for each of the at least two

words in combination with each of the multiple alternatives for each other of the at least

two words.

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the

correction generator includes a corrected language input generator operative to provide

a corrected language output based on selections made by the selector without requiring

user intervention.

There is even further provided in accordance with still another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a computer-assisted language correction system

particularly suitable for use with small keyboard devices including a misused-word

suspector evaluating at least most of the words in an language input on the basis of their

fit within a context of the language input and a correction generator operative to provide

a correction output based at least partially on an evaluation performed by the suspector.

Preferably, the computer-assisted language correction system particularly

suitable for use with small keyboard devices also includes an alternatives generator,



generating on the basis of the language input, a text-based representation providing

multiple alternatives for at least one of the at least most words in the language input and

a selector for selecting among at least the multiple alternatives for each of the at least

one of the at least most words in the language input, and the correction generator is

operative to provide the correction output based on selections made by the selector.

Additionally or alternatively, the computer-assisted language correction system

particularly suitable for use with small keyboard devices also includes a suspect word

output indicator indicating an extent to which at least some of the at least most of the

words in the language input is suspect as a misused-word.

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the

correction generator includes an automatic corrected language generator operative to

provide a corrected text output based at least partially on an evaluation performed by the

suspector, without requiring user intervention.

Preferably, the language input is speech and the selector is operative to

make the selections based on at least one of the following correction functions: misused

word correction, and grammar correction.

There is also provided in accordance with still another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a computer-assisted language correction system

particularly suitable for use with small keyboard devices including a misused-word

suspector evaluating words in an language input, an alternatives generator, generating

multiple alternatives for at least some of the words in the language input evaluated as

suspect words by the suspector, at least one of the multiple alternatives for a word in the

language input being consistent with a contextual feature of the word in the language

input in an internet corpus, a selector for selecting among at least the multiple

alternatives and a correction generator operative to provide a correction output based at

least partially on a selection made by the selector.

There is further provided in accordance with yet another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a computer-assisted language correction system

particularly suitable for use with small keyboard devices including a misused-word

suspector evaluating words in an language input and identifying suspect words, an

alternatives generator, generating multiple alternatives for the suspect words, a selector,



grading each the suspect word as well as ones of the multiple alternatives therefor

generated by the alternatives generator according to multiple selection criteria, and

applying a bias in favor of the suspect word vis-a-vis ones of the multiple alternatives

therefor generated by the alternatives generator and a correction generator operative to

provide a correction output based at least partially on a selection made by the selector.

There is yet further provided in accordance with still another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a computer-assisted language correction system

particularly suitable for use with small keyboard devices including an alternatives

generator, generating on the basis of an input multiple alternatives for at least one word

in the input, a selector, grading each the at least one word as well as ones of the multiple

alternatives therefor generated by the alternatives generator according to multiple

selection criteria, and applying a bias in favor of the at least one word vis-a-vis ones of

the multiple alternatives therefor generated by the alternatives generator, the bias being

a function of an input uncertainty metric indicating uncertainty of a person providing the

input, and a correction generator operative to provide a correction output based on a

selection made by the selector.

There is even further provided in accordance with another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a computer-assisted language correction system

particularly suitable for use with small keyboard devices including an incorrect word

suspector evaluating at least most of the words in a language input, the suspector being

at least partially responsive to an input uncertainty metric indicating uncertainty of a

person providing the input, the suspector providing a suspected incorrect word output,

and an alternatives generator, generating a plurality of alternatives for suspected

incorrect words identified by the suspected incorrect word output, a selector for

selecting among each suspected incorrect word and the plurality of alternatives

generated by the alternatives generator, and a correction generator operative to provide a

correction output based on a selection made by the selector.

There is also provided in accordance with yet another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a computer-assisted language correction system

particularly suitable for use with small keyboard devices including at least one of a

spelling correction module, a misused-word correction module, and a grammar



correction module receiving a multi-word input and providing a correction output, each

of the at least one of a spelling correction module, a misused-word correction module,

and a grammar correction module including an alternative word candidate generator

including phonetic similarity functionality operative to propose alternative words based

on phonetic similarity to a word in the input and to indicate a metric of phonetic

similarity and character string similarity functionality operative to propose alternative

words based on character string similarity to a word in the input and to indicate a metric

of character string similarity for each alternative word, and a selector operative to select

either a word in the output or an alternative word candidate proposed by the alternative

word candidate generator by employing the phonetic similarity and character string

similarity metrics together with context-based selection functionality.

There is even further provided in accordance with still another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a computer-assisted language correction system

particularly suitable for use with small keyboard devices including suspect word

identification functionality, receiving a multi-word language input and providing a

suspect word output which indicates suspect words, feature identification functionality

operative to identify features including the suspect words, an alternative selector

identifying alternatives to the suspect words, feature occurrence functionality employing

a corpus and providing an occurrence output, ranking various features including the

alternatives as to their frequency of use in the corpus, and a selector employing the

occurrence output to provide a correction output, the feature identification functionality

including feature filtration functionality including at least one of functionality for

eliminating features containing suspected errors, functionality for negatively biasing

features which contain words introduced in an earlier correction iteration of the multi-

word input and which have a confidence level below a confidence level predetermined

threshold, and functionality for eliminating features which are contained in another

feature having an frequency of occurrence above a predetermined frequency threshold.

Preferably, the selector is operative to make the selections based on at

least one of the following correction functions: spelling correction, misused word

correction, and grammar correction.



In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the

language input is speech and the selector is operative to make the selections based on at

least one of the following correction functions: grammar correction and misused word

correction.

Preferably, the correction generator includes a corrected language input

generator operative to provide a corrected language output based on selections made by

the selector without requiring user intervention.

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the

selector is also operative to make the selections based at least partly on a user input

uncertainty metric. Additionally, the user input uncertainty metric is a function based on

a measurement of the uncertainty of a person providing the input. Additionally or

alternatively, the selector also employs user input history learning functionality.

There is still further provided in accordance with yet another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a computer-assisted language correction system

particularly suitable for use with small keyboard devices including suspect word

identification functionality, receiving a multi-word language input and providing a

suspect word output which indicates suspect words,feature identification functionality

operative to identify features including the suspect words, an alternative selector

identifying alternatives to the suspect words, occurrence functionality employing a

corpus and providing an occurrence output, ranking features including the alternatives

as to their frequency of use in the corpus, and a correction output generator, employing

the occurrence output to provide a correction output, the feature identification

functionality including at least one of: N-gram identification functionality and co¬

occurrence identification functionality, and at least one of: skip-gram identification

functionality, switch-gram identification functionality and previously used by user

feature identification functionality.

There is yet further provided in accordance with another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a computer-assisted language correction system

particularly suitable for use with small keyboard devices including a grammatical error

suspector evaluating at least most of the words in an language input on the basis of their



fit within a context of the language input and a correction generator operative to provide

a correction output based at least partially on an evaluation performed by the suspector.

Preferably, the computer-assisted language correction system particularly

suitable for use with small keyboard devices also includes an alternatives generator,

generating on the basis of the language input, a text-based representation providing

multiple alternatives for at least one of the at least most words in the language input, and

a selector for selecting among at least the multiple alternatives for each of the at least

one of the at least most words in the language input, and the correction generator is

operative to provide the correction output based on selections made by the selector.

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the

computer-assisted language correction system particularly suitable for use with small

keyboard devices also includes a suspect word output indicator indicating an extent to

which at least some of the at least most of the words in the language input is suspect as

containing grammatical error.

Preferably, the correction generator includes an automatic corrected

language generator operative to provide a corrected text output based at least partially

on an evaluation performed by the suspector, without requiring user intervention.

There is also provided in accordance with still another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a computer-assisted language correction system

particularly suitable for use with small keyboard devices including a grammatical error

suspector evaluating words in an language input, an alternatives generator, generating

multiple alternatives for at least some of the words in the language input evaluated as

suspect words by the suspector, at least one of the multiple alternatives for a word in the

language input being consistent with a contextual feature of the word in the language

input, a selector for selecting among at least the multiple alternatives and a correction

generator operative to provide a correction output based at least partially on a selection

made by the selector.

There is further provided in accordance with yet another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a computer-assisted language correction system

particularly suitable for use with small keyboard devices including a grammatical error

suspector evaluating words in an language input and identifying suspect words, an



alternatives generator, generating multiple alternatives for the suspect words, a selector,

grading each the suspect word as well as ones of the multiple alternatives therefor

generated by the alternatives generator according to multiple selection criteria, and

applying a bias in favor of the suspect word vis-a-vis ones of the multiple alternatives

therefor generated by the alternatives generator, and a correction generator operative to

provide a correction output based at least partially on a selection made by the selector.

Preferably, the correction generator includes a corrected language input

generator operative to provide a corrected language output based on selections made by

the selector without requiring user intervention.

There is even further provided in accordance with still another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a computer-assisted language correction system

particularly suitable for use with small keyboard devices including context based

scoring of various alternative corrections, based at least partially on contextual feature-

sequence (CFS) frequencies of occurrences in an internet corpus.

Preferably, the computer-assisted language correction system particularly

suitable for use with small keyboard devices also includes at least one of spelling

correction functionality, misused word correction functionality, and grammar correction

functionality, cooperating with the context based scoring.

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention the

context based scoring is also based at least partially on normalized CFS frequencies of

occurrences in an internet corpus. Additionally or alternatively, the context based

scoring is also based at least partially on a CFS importance score. Additionally, the CFS

importance score is a function of at least one of the following: operation of a part-of-

speech tagging and sentence parsing functionality; a CFS length; a frequency of

occurrence of each of the words in the CFS and a CFS type.

There is also provided in accordance with yet another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a computer-assisted language correction system

particularly suitable for use with small keyboard devices including an alternatives

generator, generating on the basis of an input sentence a text-based representation

providing multiple alternatives for each of a plurality of words in the sentence, a



selector for selecting among at least the multiple alternatives for each of the plurality of

words in the sentence, a confidence level assigner operative to assign a confidence level

to the selected alternative from said multiple alternatives and a correction generator

operative to provide a correction output based on selections made by the selector and at

least partially on the confidence level.

Preferably, the multiple alternatives are evaluated based on contextual

feature sequences (CFSs) and the confidence level is based on at least one of the

following parameters: number, type and scoring of selected CFSs, a measure of

statistical significance of frequency of occurrence of the multiple alternatives, in the

context of the CFSs, degree of consensus on the selection of one of the multiple

alternatives, based on preference metrics of each of the CFSs and word similarity scores

of the multiple alternatives, a non-contextual similarity score of the one of the multiple

alternatives being above a first predetermined minimum threshold and an extent of

contextual data available, as indicated by the number of the CFSs having CFS scores

above a second predetermined minimum threshold and having preference scores over a

third predetermined threshold.

There is also provided in accordance with yet another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a computer-assisted language correction system

particularly suitable for use with small keyboard devices including a punctuation error

suspector evaluating at least some of the words and punctuation in a language input on

the basis of their fit within a context of the language input based on frequency of

occurrence of feature-grams of the language input in an internet corpus and a correction

generator operative to provide a correction output based at least partially on an

evaluation performed by the suspector.

Preferably, the correction generator includes at least one of missing

punctuation correction functionality, superfluous punctuation correction functionality

and punctuation replacement correction functionality.

There is further provided in accordance with still another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a computer-assisted language correction system

particularly suitable for use with small keyboard devices including a grammatical

element error suspector evaluating at least some of the words in a language input on the



basis of their fit within a context of the language input based on frequency of occurrence

of feature-grams of the language input in an internet corpus and a correction generator

operative to provide a correction output based at least partially on an evaluation

performed by the suspector.

Preferably, the correction generator includes at least one of missing

grammatical element correction functionality, superfluous grammatical element

correction functionality and grammatical element replacement correction functionality.

Additionally or alternatively, the grammatical element is one of an article, a preposition

and a conjunction.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention will be understood and appreciated more fully

from the following detailed description, taken in conjunction with the drawings in

which: Fig. 1 is a simplified block diagram illustration of a system and

functionality for computer-assisted language correction constructed and operative in

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a . simplified flow chart illustrating spelling correction

functionality, preferably employed in the system and functionality of Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 is a simplified flow chart illustrating misused word and grammar

correction functionality, preferably employed in the system and functionality of Fig. 1;

Fig. 4 is a simplified block diagram illustrating contextual-feature-

sequence (CFS) functionality, preferably employed in the system and functionality of

Fig. 1;

Fig. 5A is a simplified flow chart illustrating spelling correction

functionality forming part of the functionality of Fig. 2 in accordance with a preferred

embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 5B is a simplified flow chart illustrating misused word and grammar

correction functionality forming part of the functionality of Fig. 3 in accordance with a

preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 6 is a simplified flow chart illustrating functionality for generating

alternative corrections which is useful in the functionalities of Figs. 2 and 3;

Fig. 7 is a simplified flow chart illustrating functionality for non-

contextual word similarity-based scoring and contextual scoring, preferably using an

internet corpus, of various alternative corrections useful in the spelling correction

functionality of Fig. 2;

Fig. 8 is a simplified flow chart illustrating functionality for non-

contextual word similarity-based scoring and contextual scoring, preferably using an

internet corpus, of various alternative corrections useful in the misused word and

grammar correction functionalities of Figs. 3, 9 and 10;



Fig. 9 is a simplified flowchart illustrating the operation of missing

article, preposition and punctuation correction functionality; and

Fig. 10 is a simplified flowchart illustrating the operation of superfluous

article, preposition and punctuation correction functionality.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

It is appreciated that in any keyboard-based input system errors arise

from a user incorrectly striking one or more keys located in proximity to a desired key.

This is especially true in small keyboard devices, where a user may incorrectly strike

another key located in proximity to the desired key, or may strike another key in

addition to the desired key. Thus, for example in a QWERTY keyboard, a user

intending to press the F key may press in addition one or more of the following keys: R,

T, D, G, C, and V. The system and functionality for computer-assisted language

correction particularly suitable for use with small keyboard devices of the present

invention preferably includes functionality to suggest corrections to a user to remedy

these input errors.

Reference is now made to Fig. 1, which is a simplified block diagram

illustration of a system and functionality for computer-assisted language correction

constructed and operative in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention. As seen in Fig. 1, text for correction is supplied to a language correction

module 100 from one or more sources including text functionality, such as, without

limitation, mobile phones 102, handheld devices 104, tablet PCs 106, touch screen

devices 108 and any other small keyboard device 110.

Language correction module 100 preferably includes spelling correction

functionality 112 and misused word and grammar correction functionality 114.

It is a particular feature of the present invention that spelling correction

functionality 112 and misused word and grammar correction functionality 114 each

interact with contextual-feature-sequence (CFS) functionality 118, which utilizes an

internet corpus 120.

A contextual-feature-sequence or CFS is defined for the purposes of the

present description as including, N-grams, skip-grams, switch-grams, co-occurrences

"previously used by user features" and combinations thereof, which are in turn defined

hereinbelow with reference to Fig. 4. It is noted that for simplicity and clarity of



description, most of the examples which follow employ n grams only. It is understood

that the invention is not so limited.

The use of an internet corpus is important in that it provides significant

statistical data for an extremely large number of contextual-feature-sequences, resulting

in highly robust language correction functionality. In practice, combinations of over two

words have very poor statistics in conventional non-internet corpuses but have

acceptable or good statistics in internet corpuses.

An internet corpus is a large representative sample of natural language

text which is collected from the world wide web, usually by crawling on the internet and

collecting text from website pages. Preferably, dynamic text, such as chat transcripts,

texts from web forums and texts from blogs, is also collected. The collected text is used

for accumulating statistics on natural language text. The size of an internet corpus can

be, for example, one trillion (1,000,000,000,000) words or several trillion words, as

opposed to more typical corpus sizes of up to 2 billion words. A small sample of the

web, such as the web corpus, includes 10 billion words, which is significantly less than

one percent of the web texts indexed by search engines, such as GOOGLE®. The

present invention can work with a sample of the web, such as the web corpus, but

preferably it utilizes a significantly larger sample of the web for the task of text

correction.

An internet corpus is preferably employed in the following way:

A local index is built up over time by crawling and indexing the internet.

The number of occurrences of each CFS provides the CFS frequency. The local index,

as well as the search queries, may be based on selectable parts of the internet and may

be identified with those selected parts. Similarly, parts of the internet may be excluded

or appropriately weighted in order to correct anomalies between internet usage and

general language usage. In such a way, websites that are reliable in terms of language

usage, such as news and government websites, may be given greater weight than other

websites, such as chat or user forums.

Preferably, input text is initially supplied to spelling correction

functionality 112 and thereafter to misused word and grammar correction functionality



114. The input text may be any suitable text and in the context of a small keyboard

devices application is preferably a part of a message or an email, such as a sentence.

Preferably, the language correction module 100 provides an output which

includes corrected text accompanied by one or more suggested alternatives for each

corrected word or group of words.

Reference is now made to Fig. 2, which is a simplified flow chart

illustrating spelling correction functionality, preferably employed in the system and

functionality of Fig. 1. As seen in Fig. 2, the spelling correction functionality preferably

comprises the following steps:

identifying spelling errors in an input text, preferably using a

conventional dictionary enriched with proper names and words commonly used on the

internet. Preferably, the dictionary is also enriched with the content from the user's

phone and/or personal computer, such as previous emails, sms messages, documents,

contacts and any other text inserted by a user on the small keyboard device or personal

computer. Additionally or alternatively, the dictionary includes words manually input

by a user.

grouping spelling errors into clusters, which may include single or

multiple words, consecutive or near consecutive, having spelling mistakes and selecting

a cluster for correction. This selection attempts to find the cluster which contains the

largest amount of correct contextual data. Preferably, the cluster that has the longest

sequence or sequences of correctly spelled words in its vicinity is selected. The

foregoing steps are described hereinbelow in greater detail with reference to Fig. 5A.

generating one or preferably more alternative corrections for each cluster,

preferably based on an algorithm described hereinbelow with reference to Fig. 6;

at least partially non-contextual word similarity-based scoring and

contextual scoring, preferably using an internet corpus, of the various alternative

corrections, preferably based on a spelling correction alternatives scoring algorithm,

described hereinbelow with reference to Fig. 7;

for each cluster, selection of a single spelling correction and presentation

of most preferred alternative spelling corrections based on the aforesaid scoring; and



providing a corrected text output incorporating the single spelling

correction for each misspelled cluster, which replaces a misspelled cluster.

The operation of the functionality of Fig. 2 may be better understood

from a consideration of the following example:

The following input text is received:

If he is wuzw

In this case, the correction is suggested while the user is typing the

text, before the sentence is completed. The word that was currently

typed "wuzw" is identified as a spelling error and so the correction

cycle begins.

The following cluster is selected, as seen in Table 1:

TABLE 1

The following alternative corrections are generated for the misspelled

word "wuzw" (partial list):

was, wise, eyes, wiz

Each alternative correction is given a non-contextual word similarity

score, based on the proximity of keyboard keys, similarity of sound and character string

to the misspelled word, for example, as seen in Table 2:

TABLE 2



The non-contextual score may be derived in various ways. One example

is by using the Levelnshtein Distance algorithm which is available on

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Levenshtein distance. This algorithm can be implied on

word strings, word phonetic representation, keyboard proximity representation, or a

combination of all. For example, the word "wise" is similar to "wuzw" because "I" and

"u" are neighbor keys on the keyboard and "w" and "e" are also neighbor keys on the

keyboard, so their replacement should be considered as a "small distance" edit action in

the Levenshtein distance algorithm.

. Each alternative is also given a contextual score, as seen in Table 3,

based on its fit in the context of the input sentence. In this example, the context that is

used is "If he is <wuzw>"

TABLE 3

The contextual score is preferably derived as described hereinbelow with

reference to Fig. 7 and is based on contextual feature sequence (CFS) frequencies in an

internet corpus.

The word "wise" is selected as the best alternative based on a

combination of the contextual score and non-contextual word similarity score, as

described hereinbelow with reference to Fig. 7.

If he is wise

The user can continue and type the sentence after accepting the suggested

correction. Alternatively, the user can ignore all suggested corrections and continue to



type. At each point the system will suggest relevant corrections. If the user finished

typing the sentence, a suggested correction for the full sentence will be offered.

Reference is now made to Fig. 3, which is a simplified flow chart

illustrating misused word and grammar correction functionality, preferably employed in

the system and functionality of Fig. 1. The misused word and grammar correction

functionality provides correction of words which are correctly spelled but misused in

the context of the input text and correction of grammar mistakes, including use of a

grammatically incorrect word in place of grammatically correct word, the use of a

superfluous word and missing words and punctuation.

As seen in Fig. 3, the misused word and grammar correction functionality

preferably comprises the following steps:

identifying suspected misused words and words having grammar

mistakes in a spelling-corrected input text output from the spelling correction

functionality of Fig. 2, preferably by evaluating the fit of at least most of the words

within the context of the input sentence;

grouping suspected misused words and words having grammar mistakes

into clusters, which are preferably non-overlapping; and

selecting a cluster for correction. The identifying, grouping and selecting

steps are preferably based on an algorithm described hereinbelow with reference to Fig.

5B.

generating one or preferably more alternative corrections for each cluster,

preferably based on an alternative correction generation algorithm described

hereinbelow with reference to Fig. 6;

generating one or preferably more alternative corrections for each cluster,

based on a missing article, preposition and punctuation correction algorithm described

hereinbelow with reference to Fig. 9;

generating one or preferably more alternative corrections for each cluster,

based on a superfluous article, preposition and punctuation correction algorithm

described hereinbelow with reference to Fig. 10;

at least partially context-based and word similarity-based scoring of the

various alternative corrections, preferably based on a misused word and grammar



correction alternatives scoring algorithm, described hereinbelow with reference to Fig.

8

for each cluster, selection of a single misused word and grammar

correction and presentation of most preferred alternative misused word and grammar

corrections based on the aforesaid scoring as also described hereinbelow with reference

to Fig. 8; and

providing a spelling, misused word and grammar-corrected text output

incorporating the single misused word and grammar correction for each cluster, which

replaces an incorrect cluster.

Preferably, the scoring includes applying a bias in favor of the suspect

word vis-a-vis ones of the multiple alternatives therefor, the bias being a function of an

input uncertainty metric indicating uncertainty of a person providing the input.

The operation of the functionality of Fig. 3 may be better understood

from a consideration of the following example:

The following input text is received:

Put it on a singe lost

The following words are identified as suspected misused words:

singe, lost

The following cluster is generated:

singe lost

The following are examples of alternative corrections which are

generated for the cluster (partial list):

sing last; single list; song list; sing least; ding lost; ding last; swing

list; singer lost; singer lot; single lot; sing lot; ding lot; sing lots; swing

lots; single lots

The results of at least partially contextual scoring using an internet

corpus context-based and non-contextual word similarity-based scoring are presented in

Table 4:



TABLE 4

It is appreciated that there exist various ways of arriving at a global score.

The preferred global score is based on the algorithm described hereinbelow with

reference to Fig. 8.

Based on the above scoring the alternative "single list" is selected. Thus,

the corrected text is:

Put it on a single list.

Reference is now made to Fig. 4, which is a simplified block diagram

illustrating contextual-feature-sequence (CFS) functionality 118 (Fig. 1) useful in the

system and functionality for computer-assisted language correction of a preferred

embodiment of the present invention.

The CFS functionality 118 preferably includes feature extraction

functionality including N-gram extraction functionality and optionally at least one of

skip-gram extraction functionality; switch-gram extraction functionality; co-occurrence

extraction functionality; and previously used by user feature extraction functionality.

The term N-gram, which is a known term of the art, refers to a sequence

of N consecutive words in an input text. The N-gram extraction functionality may

employ conventional part-of-speech tagging and sentence parsing functionality in order

to avoid generating certain N-grams which, based on grammatical considerations, are

not expected to appear with high frequency in a corpus, preferably an internet corpus.



For the purposes of the present description, the term "skip-gram

extraction functionality" means functionality operative to extract "skip-grams" which

are modified n-grams which leave out certain non-essential words or phrases, such as

adjectives, adverbs, adjectival phrases and adverbial phrases, or which contain only

words having predetermined grammatical relationships, such as subject-verb, verb-

object, adverb-verb or verb-time phrase. The skip-gram extraction functionality may

employ conventional part-of-speech tagging and sentence parsing functionality to assist

in deciding which words may be skipped in a given context.

For the purposes of the present description, the term "switch-gram

extraction functionality" means functionality which identifies "switch grams", which

are modified n-grams in which the order of appearance of certain words is switched.

The switch-gram extraction functionality may employ conventional part-of-speech

tagging and sentence parsing functionality to assist in deciding which words may have

their order of appearance switched in a given context.

For the purposes of the present description, the term "co-occurrence

extraction functionality" means functionality which identifies word combinations in an

input sentence or an input document containing many input sentences, having input text

word co-occurrence for all words in the input text other than those included in the N-

grams, switch-grams or skip-grams, together with indications of distance from an input

word and direction, following filtering out of commonly occurring words, such as

prepositions, articles, conjunctions and other words whose function is primarily

grammatical.

For the purposes of the present description, the term "previously used by

user feature extraction functionality" means functionality which identifies words used

by a user in other documents, following filtering out of commonly occurring words,

such as prepositions, articles, conjunctions and other words whose function is primarily

grammatical.

For the purposes of the present description, N-grams, skip-grams, switch-

grams and combinations thereof are termed feature-grams.



For the purposes of the present description, N-grams, skip-grams, switch-

grams, co-occurrences, "previously used by user features" and combinations thereof are

termed contextual-feature-sequences or CFSs.

The functionality of Fig. 4 preferably operates on individual words or

clusters of words in an input text.

The operation of the functionality of Fig. 4 may be better understood

from a consideration of the following example:

The following input text is provided:

Cherlock Homes the lead character and chief inspecter has been cold

in by the family doctor Dr Mortimer , to invesigate the death of sir

Charles"

For the cluster "Cherlock Homes" in the input text, the following CFSs

are generated:

N-grams:

2-grams: Cherlock Homes; Homes the

3-grams: Cherlock Homes the; Homes the lead

4-grams: Cherlock Homes the lead; Homes the lead character

-grams: Cherlock Homes the lead character

Skip-grams:

Cherlock Homes the character; Cherlock Homes the chief inspecter;

Cherlock Homes the inspecter; Cherlock Homes has been cold

Switch gram:

The lead character Cherlock Homes

Co-occurrences in input text:

Character; inspector; investigate; death

Co-occurrences in document containing the input text:

Arthur Conan Doyle; story

Co-occurrence in other documents of user:

mystery

For the cluster "cold" in the input text, the following CFSs are generated:

N-grams:



2-grams: been cold; cold in

3-grams: has been cold; been cold in; cold in by

4-grams: inspector has been cold; has been cold in; been cold in by;

cold in by the

5-grams: chief inspector has been cold; inspector has been cold in; has

been cold in by; been cold in by the; cold in by the family

Skip-grams:

cold in to investigate; Cherlock has been cold; cold by the doctor; cold

by Dr Mortimer; character has been cold

The CFSs are each given an "importance score" based on at least one of,

preferably more than one of and most preferably all of the following:

a. operation of conventional part-of-speech tagging and sentence parsing

functionality. A CFS which includes parts of multiple parsing tree nodes is given a

relatively low score. The larger the number of parsing tree nodes included in a CFS, the

lower is the score of that CFS.

b. length of the CFS. The longer the CFS, the higher the score.

c. frequency of occurrence of each of the words in the CFS other than the

input word. The higher the frequency of occurrence of such words, the lower the score.

d. type of CFS. For example, an N-gram is preferred over a co¬

occurrence. A co-occurrence in an input sentence is preferred over a co-occurrence in an

input document and a co-occurrence in an input document is preferred over "previously

used by user features".



Referring to the above example, typical scores are as seen in Table 5:

TABLE 5

These CFSs and their importance scores are used in the functionality

described hereinbelow with reference to Figs. 7 & 8 for context based scoring of various



alternative cluster corrections, based on the CFS frequencies of occurrences in an

internet corpus.

Reference is now made to Fig. 5A, which is a simplified flow chart

illustrating functionality for identifying misspelled words in the input text; grouping

misspelled words into clusters, which are preferably non-overlapping; and selecting a

cluster for correction.

As seen in Fig. 5A, identifying misspelled words is preferably carried out

by using a conventional dictionary enriched with proper names and words commonly

used on the internet. Preferably, the dictionary is also enriched with content from the

user's phone and computer, such as emails, sms messages, documents, contacts and any

other text inserted by a user on the small keyboard device or personal computer.

Additionally or alternatively, the dictionary includes words manually input by a user.

Grouping misspelled words into clusters is preferably carried out by

grouping consecutive or nearly consecutive misspelled words into a single cluster along

with misspelled words which have a grammatical relationship.

Selecting a cluster for correction is preferably carried out by attempting

to find the cluster which contains the largest amount of non-suspected contextual data.

Preferably, the cluster that has the longest sequence or sequences of correctly spelled

words in its vicinity is selected.

Reference is now made to Fig. 5B, which is a simplified flow chart

illustrating functionality for identifying suspected misused words and words having

grammar mistakes in a spelling-corrected input text; grouping suspected misused words

and words having grammar mistakes into clusters, which are preferably non-

overlapping; and selecting a cluster for correction.

Identifying suspected misused words is preferably carried out as follows:

feature-grams are generated for each word in the spelling-corrected input

text;

the frequency of occurrence of each of the feature-grams in a corpus,

preferably an internet corpus, is noted;

the number of suspected feature-grams for each word is noted. Suspected

feature-grams have a frequency which is lower than their expected frequency or which



lies below a minimum frequency threshold. The expected frequency of a feature-gram is

estimated on the basis of the frequencies of its constituent elements and combinations

thereof.

a word is suspected if the number of suspected feature-grams containing

the word exceeds a predetermined threshold.

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, the

frequency of occurrence of each feature-gram in the spelling-corrected input text in a

corpus (FREQ F-G), preferably an internet corpus, is ascertained. The frequency of

occurrence of each word in the spelling-corrected input text in that corpus (FREQ W) is

also ascertained and the frequency of occurrence of each feature-gram without that word

(FREQ FG-W) is additionally ascertained.

An expected frequency of occurrence of each feature-gram (EFREQ F-G)

is calculated as follows:

EFREQ F-G = FREQ F-G-W * FREQ W/(TOTAL OF

FREQUENCIES OF ALL WORDS IN THE CORPUS)

If the ratio of the frequency of occurrence of each feature-gram in the

spelling-corrected input text in a corpus, preferably an internet corpus, to the expected

frequency of occurrence of each feature-gram, FREQ F-G/EFREQ F-G, is less than a

predetermined threshold, or if FREQ F-G is less than another predetermined threshold,

the feature-gram is considered to be a suspected feature-gram. Every word that is

included in a suspected feature-gram is considered to be a suspected misused word or a

word having a suspected grammar mistake.

The operation of the functionality of Fig. 5B for identifying suspected

misused words and words having grammar mistakes in a spelling-corrected input text

may be better understood from a consideration of the following example:

The following spelling-corrected input text is provided:

Pleads call me soon

Note that the misused word "pleads" is a result of a key insertion "d" which is a

neighbor of the key "s", and an omission of the key "e".

The feature-grams include the following:

Pleads; Pleads call; Pleads call me; Pleads call me soon



Table 6 indicates the frequencies of occurrence in an internet corpus of

the above feature-grams:

TABLE 6

The expected frequencies of occurrence are calculated for each of the 2

grams as follows:

EFPvEQ F-G = (FREQ F-G-W * FREQ W)/(TOTAL OF

FREQUENCIES OF ALL WORDS IN THE CORPUS)

For example, for a 2-gram,

the expected 2-gram frequency for a 2-gram (x,y) = (1-gram frequency

of x * 1-gram frequency of y)/Number of words in the internet corpus.

e.g., Trillion (1,000,000,000,000) words.

The ratio of the frequency of occurrence of each feature-gram in the

spelling-corrected input text in a corpus, preferably an internet corpus, to the expected

frequency of occurrence of each feature-gram is calculated as follows:

FREQ F-G/EFREQ F-G



The ratio of the frequency of occurrence of each of the above 2-grams in

the spelling-corrected input text in a corpus, preferably an internet corpus, to the

expected frequency of occurrence of each of the above 2-grams are seen in Table 7:

TABLE 7

It is seen that FREQ F-G of "Pleads call" is lower than its expected

frequency and thus FREQ F-G/EFREQ F-G may be considered to be lower than a

predetermined threshold, such as 1, and therefore the cluster "Pleads call" is suspected.

It is seen that the 3-gram and the 4-gram including the words "Pleads

call" both have a zero frequency in the internet corpus. This can also be a basis for

considering "Pleads call" to be suspect.

Grouping suspected misused words and words having grammar mistakes

into clusters is preferably carried out as follows: consecutive or nearly consecutive

suspected misused words are grouped into a single cluster; and suspected misused

words which have a grammatical relationship between themselves are grouped into the

same cluster.

Selecting a cluster for correction is preferably carried out by attempting

to find the cluster which contains the largest amount of non-suspected contextual data.

Preferably, the cluster that has the longest sequence or sequences of non-suspected

words in its vicinity is selected.

Reference is now made to Fig. 6, which is a simplified flow chart

illustrating functionality for generating alternative corrections for a cluster, which is

useful in the functionalities of Figs. 2 and 3.

If the original input word is correctly spelled, it is considered as an

alternative.



As seen in Fig. 6, for each word in the cluster, a plurality of alternative

corrections is initially generated in the following manner:

A plurality of words, taken from a dictionary, similar to each word in the

cluster, on the basis of written appearance as expressed in character string similarity,

and on the basis of sound or phonetic similarity, is retrieved. The functionality for the

retrieval of words based on their character string similarity is known and available on

the internet as freeware, such as GNU Aspell and Google ® GSpell. This functionality

can be extended by the keyboard keys location proximity, such that replacement,

insertions, deletions, the retrieved and prioritized words provide a first plurality of

alternative corrections. E.g., given the input word feezix, the word "physics" will be

retrieved from the dictionary, based on a similar sound, even though it has only one

character, namely "i", in common. The word "felix" will be retrieved, based on its string

character similarity, even though it doesn't have a similar sound.

Additional alternatives may be generated by the following actions or any

combination of these actions:

1. Adjacent keys confusion. The user may have pressed on a key adjacent to

the intended key. As described hereinabove- intending to press A, the user

could have instead pressed Q, W, S, Z or X, which are keys adjacent to it.

Thus, wishing to write "abbreviated" he could have written "sbbreviated",

replacing the first A with S.

There exist different organizations of keys on keyboards, and the diagram is

only an example. The input probabilities of keyboard replacement based on

physical distance in the keyboard can be supplied for each kind of keyboard.

2. Multiple keys insertion. The user may have placed their fingers in between

two adjacent keys and thus two keys will be pressed and inserted instead of

one. Thus, wishing to write "abbreviated", the user could have written

"sabbreviated" or "asbbreviated", as the "s" key is adjacent to the "a" key.

Some keys are adjacent to the space key as well, such as "v", and so the

following spelling mistake is possible as well in the same manner: "abbre

viated".



Intended pressed keys omission. Typing quickly and/or inaccurately, some

of the intended keys pressed may not be caught by the small keyboard

devices, thus resulting in missing letters, punctuation marks or spaces. Thus,

wishing to write "abbreviated", the user could have written "bbreviated".

Similarly, the space key may be missed, and then the next word will not be

separated from the current, resulting in a spelling error. Thus, wishing to

write "abbreviated text", the user could have written "abbreviatedtext".

Missing vowels and common shorthand lingo. Omission of vowels and

usage of particular phonetic misspellings, such as replacing either C, CK or

Q with K, or the replacement of S and TH with Z, are common habits of

people writing short text messages, wishing to express themselves quickly.

Thus the word "quick" can be written as "kwik" and the word "please" can

be written as "plz". Additionally, numbers and symbols may be used as well

as phonetic tools, thus writing 'before' as 'be4' and 'at' as '@'.

Phonetic similarity and written similarity mistakes. In addition to spelling

errors that are a result of the small size or limited sensitivity of small

keyboard devices, words may be misspelled due to phonetic and written

confusables, as can happen in text written using any device or manually. For

example, "ocean" can be misspelled as the similar sound word "oshen" or as

the similar writing word "ossion".

Combinations of all the above. Any of error types described above can be

combined in the same misspelled word and can occur more than once in the

same misspelled word. E.g., the user may write "oictiopn" instead of

"auction" by a combination of two errors, one of them repeating twice:

a. Phonetic similarity mistake may occur for the combination "au" in the

word "auction", which sounds like "o", resulting in writing "oction"

instead of "auction".

b. In combination with this previous mistake, a multiple keys insertion

may occur for the above "o" in the beginning of the word, resulting

in writing "oi". "auction" will then be misspelled as "oiction"



c. Additional multiple keys insertion may occur also for the original "o"

in the word "auction", resulting in writing "op" instead of "o".

"auction" will then be misspelled as "oictiopn"

Additional alternatives may be generated by employing rules based on

known alternative usages as well as accumulated user inputs. E.g., u - you, r - are, Im

I am.

Further alternatives may be generated based on grammatical rules,

preferably employing pre-defined lists. A few examples follow:

singular/plural rules: If the input sentence is "leaf fall off trees in the

autumn" the plural alternative "leaves" is generated.

article rules: If the input text is "a old lady", the alternative articles "an"

& "the" are generated.

preposition rules: If the input text is "I am interested of football", the

alternative prepositions "in", "at", "to", "on", "through", ... are generated.

verb inflection rules: If the input text is "He leave the room", the

alternative verb inflections "left", "leaves", "had left", ... are generated.

merged words and split words rules: If the input text is "get alot fitter",

the alternative "a lot" is generated.

If the input text is "we have to at ch out", the alternative "watch" is

generated.

If the input text is "do many sittups", the alternative "sit ups" is

generated.

It is a particular feature of a preferred embodiment of the present

invention that contextual information, such as CFSs and more particularly feature-

grams, is employed to generate alternative corrections and not only for scoring such

"contextually retrieved" alternative corrections. Frequently occurring word

combinations, such as CFSs and more particularly feature-grams, may be retrieved from

the user's phone texts, such as previous emails, sms messages, and contacts, and from

the user's computer, such as documents and emails, and from an existing corpus, such

as an internet corpus.



The following example illustrates this aspect of the present invention:

If the input sentence is:

"Way to go girl! This is my Donna premadma. .."

Please note that the spelling mistake "premadma" was caused by phonetic replacement

of "i" with "e", omission of space and "o", proximate keys replacement of "n" with "m"

and failing to press "n" twice.

the word "premadma" may not be sufficiently similar in keyboard

proximity, sound or writing to the word "prima donna" such that absent this aspect of

the invention, "prima donna" might not be one of the alternatives.

In accordance with this aspect of the present invention, by looking in the

text available on the user's small keyboard device or the user's personal computer, such

as sms messages, mail messages, and personal contacts for words which commonly

appear after the n-gram "my Donna", i.e., all words found as * in the query "my Donna

*", the following alternatives are retrieved:

madonna; prima donna; donn; did it again; dear;

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the

"contextually retrieved" alternatives are then filtered, such that only contextually

retrieved alternatives having some keyboard proximity, phonetic or writing similarity to

the original word, in the present example "premadma", remain. In this example, the

alternative having the highest phonetic and writing similarity, "prima donna", is

retrieved.

Where the input text is generated automatically by an external system,

such as speech-to-text, additional alternatives may be received directly from such

system. Such additional alternatives typically are generated in the course of operation of

such system. For example, in a speech recognition system, the alternative words of the

same sound word may be supplied to the present system for use as alternatives.

Once all of the alternatives for each of the words in the cluster have been

generated, cluster alternatives for the entire cluster are generated by ascertaining all

possible combinations of the various alternatives and subsequent filtering of the

combinations based on the frequency of their occurrence in a corpus, preferably an

internet corpus.



The following example is illustrative:

If the input cluster is "singe lost", and the alternatives for the word

"singe" are (partial list):

sing; single; singer

and the alternatives for the word "lost" are (partial list):

last; list; lot

The following cluster alternatives are generated:

sing last; sing list; sing lot; single last; single list; single lot; singer

last; singer list; singer lot;

Reference is now made to Fig. 8, which is a simplified flow chart

illustrating functionality for context-based and word similarity-based scoring of various

alternative enhancements useful in the spelling correction functionality of Fig. 2.

As seen in Fig. 8, the context-based and word similarity-based scoring of

various alternative corrections proceeds in the following general stages:

I. NON-CONTEXTUAL SCORING - Various cluster alternatives are

scored on the basis of similarity to a cluster in the input text in terms of keyboard

proximity, their written appearance, and sound similarity. This scoring does not take

into account any contextual similarity outside of the given cluster.

II. CONTEXTUAL SCORING USING INTERNET CORPUS - Each of

the various cluster alternatives is also scored on the basis of extracted contextual-

feature-sequences (CFSs), which are provided as described hereinabove with reference

to Fig. 4. This scoring includes the following sub-stages:

IIA. Frequency of occurrence analysis is carried out, preferably using an

internet corpus, on the various alternative cluster corrections produced by the

functionality of Fig. 6, in the context of the CFSs extracted as described hereinabove

with reference to Fig. 4.

IIB. CFS selection and weighting of the various CFSs is carried out based

on, inter alia, the results of the frequency of occurrence analysis of sub-stage IIA.

Weighting is also based on relative inherent importance of various CFSs. It is

appreciated that some of the CFSs may be given a weighting of zero and are thus not

selected. The selected CFSs preferably are given relative weightings.



IIC. A frequency of occurrence metric is assigned to each alternative

correction for each of the selected CFSs in sub-stage IIB.

IID. A reduced set of alternative cluster corrections is generated, based,

inter alia, on the results of the frequency of occurrence analysis of sub-stage IIA, the

frequency of occurrence metric of sub-stage IIC and the CFS selection and weighting of

sub-stage IIB.

IIE. The cluster having the highest non-contextual similarity score in

stage I is selected from the reduced set in sub-stage IID for use as a reference cluster

correction.

IIF. A frequency of occurrence metric is assigned to the reference cluster

correction of sub-stage IIE for each of the selected CFSs in stage IIB.

IIG. A ratio metric is assigned to each of the selected CFSs in sub-stage

IIB which represents the ratio of the frequency of occurrence metric for each alternative

correction for that feature to the frequency of occurrence metric assigned to the

reference cluster of sub-stage IIE.

III. A most preferred alternative cluster correction is selected based on

the results of stage I and the results of stage II.

rv. A confidence level score is assigned to the most preferred alternative

cluster correction.

A more detailed description of the functionality described hereinabove in

stages II - IV is presented hereinbelow:

With reference to sub-stage IIA, all of the CFSs which include the cluster

to be corrected are generated as described hereinabove in Fig. 4. CFSs containing

suspected errors, other than errors in the input cluster, are eliminated.

A matrix is generated indicating the frequency of occurrence in a corpus,

preferably an internet corpus, of each of the alternative corrections for the cluster in

each of the CFSs. All CFSs for which all alternative corrections have a zero frequency

of occurrence are eliminated. Thereafter, all CFSs which are entirely included in other

CFSs having at least a minimum threshold frequency of occurrence are eliminated.

The following example illustrates generation of a frequency of

occurrence matrix:



The following input text is provided:

please cskk ne the minute you see this

Please note that the spelling mistake "cskk" was caused by two proximate keys

replacement: "a" was replaced by the proximate key "s", and "1" was replaced by the

proximate key "k" (twice).

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 5A,

the following cluster is selected for correction:

cskk ne

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 6,

the following alternative cluster corrections are generated (partial list):

ask me; vale new; call me; cake near; call new; cell new

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following CFSs are generated (partial list):

'cskk ne'; 'please cskk ne'; 'cskk ne the'; 'please cskk ne the'; 'cskk

ne the minute'; 'please cskk ne the minute'; 'cskk ne the minute you'

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Stage

IIA, the matrix of frequencies of occurrence in an internet corpus seen in Table 8 is

generated for the above list of alternative cluster corrections in the above list of CFSs:

TABLE 8



All CFSs for which all alternative corrections have a zero frequency of

occurrence are eliminated. In this example the following feature-gram is eliminated:

'cskk ne the minute you'

Thereafter, all CFSs which are entirely included in other CFSs having at

least a minimum threshold frequency of occurrence are eliminated. In this example the

following feature-grams are eliminated:

'cskk ne'; 'please cskk ne'; 'cskk ne the'; 'please cskk ne the'; 'cskk

ne the minute';

In this example the only remaining CFS is the feature-gram:

'please cskk ne the minute'

The resulting matrix appears as seen in Table 9:

TABLE 9

The foregoing example illustrates the generation of a matrix in

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. In this example, it is

clear that "call me" is the preferred alternative correction. It is to be appreciated that in

reality, the choices are not usually so straightforward. Accordingly, in further examples

presented below, functionality is provided for making much more difficult choices

among alternative corrections.

Returning to a consideration of sub-stage IIB, optionally, each of the

remaining CFSs is given a score as described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4.



Additionally, CFSs which contain words introduced in an earlier correction iteration of

the multi-word input and have a confidence level below a predetermined confidence

level threshold are negatively biased.

In the general case, similarly to that described hereinabove in sub-stage

IIC, preferably, a normalized frequency matrix is generated indicating the normalized

frequency of occurrence of each CFS in the internet corpus. The normalized frequency

matrix is normally generated from the frequency matrix by dividing each CFS

frequency by a function of the frequencies of occurrence of the relevant cluster

alternatives.

The normalization is operative to neutralize the effect of substantial

differences in overall popularity of various alternative corrections. A suitable

normalization factor is based on the overall frequencies of occurrence of various

alternative corrections in a corpus as a whole, without regard to particular CFSs.

The following example illustrates the generation of a normalized

frequency of occurrence matrix:

The following input text is provided:

Oh, then are you a dweent or a student? .

Please note that the spelling mistake "dweent" was caused by a proximate keys

replacement: "o" was replaced by the proximate key "w".

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 5A,

the following cluster is selected for correction:

dweent

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 6,

the following alternative cluster corrections are generated (partial list):

docent; decent; doesn't

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following CFSs are generated (partial list):

' a dweent'; 'dweent or a'

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Stage IIC

herein, the matrix of frequencies of occurrence and normalized frequencies of



occurrence in an internet corpus seen in Table 10 is generated for the above list of

alternative cluster corrections in the above list of CFSs:

TABLE 10

It may be appreciated from the foregoing example that words having the

highest frequencies of occurrence may not necessarily have the highest normalized

frequencies of occurrence, due to substantial differences in overall popularity of various

alternative corrections. In the foregoing example, "docent" has the highest normalized

frequencies of occurrence and it is clear from the context of the input text that "docent"

is the correct word, rather than "decent" which has higher frequencies of occurrence in

the internet corpus.

It is a particular feature of the present invention that normalized

frequencies of occurrence, which neutralize substantial differences in overall popularity

of various alternative corrections, are preferably used in selecting among the alternative

corrections. It is appreciated that other metrics of frequency of occurrence, other than

normalized frequencies of occurrence, may alternatively or additionally be employed as

metrics. Where the frequencies of occurrence are relatively low or particularly high,

additional or alternative metrics are beneficial.

It will be appreciated from the discussion that follows that additional

functionalities are often useful in selecting among various alternative corrections. These

functionalities are described hereinbelow.



In sub-stage IID, each alternative cluster correction which is less preferred than another

alternative cluster correction according to both of the following metrics is eliminated:

i. having a word similarity score lower than the other alternative

cluster correction; and

ii. having lower frequencies of occurrences and preferably also lower

normalized frequencies of occurrence for all of the CFSs than the other alternative

cluster correction.

The following example illustrates the elimination of alternative

corrections as described hereinabove:

The following input text is provided:

I leav un a big house

Please note that the spelling mistake "leav" was caused by pressed key omission where

the pressing of "e" was not registered in the small keyboard device keypad. The spelling

mistake "un" was caused by proximate keys replacement: "i" was replaced by the

proximate key "u".

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 5A,

the following cluster is selected for correction:

leav un

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 6,

the following alternative cluster corrections are generated (partial list):

leave in; live in; love in

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following CFSs are generated (partial list):

Ί leav un a'; 'leav un a big'

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Stage IIC

herein, the matrix of frequencies of occurrence and normalized frequencies of

occurrence in an internet corpus seen in Table 11 is generated for the above list of

alternative cluster corrections in the above list of CFSs:



TABLE 1 1

In this example, the non-contextual similarity scores of the alternative

cluster corrections are as indicated in Table 12:

TABLE 12

The alternative cluster correction "love in" is eliminated as it has a lower

similarity score as well as lower frequencies of occurrence and lower normalized

frequencies of occurrence than "live in". The alternative cluster correction "leave in" is

not eliminated at this stage since its similarity score is higher than that of "live in".

As can be appreciated from the foregoing, the result of operation of the

functionality of stage IID is a reduced frequency matrix and preferably also a reduced

normalized frequency matrix, indicating the frequency of occurrence and preferably also

the normalized frequency of occurrence of each of a reduced plurality of alternative



corrections, each of which has a similarity score, for each of a reduced plurality of

CFSs. The reduced set of alternative cluster corrections is preferably employed for all

further alternative cluster selection functionalities as is seen from the examples which

follow.

For each alternative correction in the reduced frequency matrix and

preferably also in the reduced normalized frequency matrix, a final preference metric is

generated. One or more of the following alternative metrics may be employed to

generate a final preference score for each alternative correction:

The term "frequency function" is used below to refer to the frequency,

the normalized frequency or a function of both the frequency and the normalized

frequency.

A. One possible preference metric is the highest occurrence frequency

function for each alternative cluster correction in the reduced matrix or matrices for any

of the CFSs in the reduced matrix or matrices. For example, the various alternative

cluster corrections would be scored as follows:

The following input text is provided:

A big rsgle in the sky

Please note that the spelling mistake "rsgle" was caused by two proximate keys

replacement: "e" was replaced by the proximate key "r" and "a" was replaced by

the proximate key "s".

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 5A,

the following cluster is selected for correction:

rsgle

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 6,

the following alternative cluster corrections are generated (partial list):

regale; eagle; angle

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following CFSs are generated (partial list):

'big rsgle'; 'rsgle in the sky'

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Stage IIC

herein, the matrix of frequencies of occurrence and normalized frequencies of



occurrence in an internet corpus seen in Table 13 is generated for the above list of

alternative cluster corrections in the above list of CFSs:

TABLE 13

In this example, the non-contextual similarity scores of the alternative

cluster corrections are as indicated in Table 14:

TABLE 14

The alternative 'eagle' is selected because it has a CFS with a maximum

frequency of occurrence and the highest similarity score.

B. Another possible preference metric is the average occurrence

frequency function of all CFSs for each alternative correction. For example, the various

alternative corrections would be scored as follows:

The following input text is provided:



A while ago yheee lived 3 dwarfs

Please note that the spelling mistake "yheee" was caused by two proximate keys

replacement: "t" was replaced by the proximate key "y" and "r" was replaced by the

proximate key "e".

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 5A,

the following cluster is selected for correction:

yheee

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 6,

the following alternative cluster corrections are generated (partial list):

the; there; you; tree

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following CFSs are generated (partial list):

'ago yheee lived'; 'yheee lived 3'

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Stage IIC

herein, the matrix of frequencies of occurrence, normalized frequencies of occurrence

and average frequency of occurrence in an internet corpus seen in Tables 15 and 16 is

generated for the above list of alternative cluster corrections in the above list of CFSs:

TABLE 15



TABLE 16

It is noted that "there" is selected based on the average frequency of

occurrence.

In this example, the non-contextual similarity scores of the alternative

cluster corrections are as indicated in Table 17:

TABLE 17

It is noted that the alternative cluster correction having the highest

similarity score is not selected.



C. A further possible preference metric is the weighted sum, over all

CFSs for each alternative correction, of the occurrence frequency function for each CFS

multiplied by the score of that CFS as computed by the functionality described

hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4.

D. A Specific Alternative Correction/CFS preference metric is generated,

as described hereinabove with reference to sub-stages IIE - IIG, by any one or more, and

more preferably most and most preferably all of the following operations on the

alternative corrections in the reduced matrix or matrices:

i. The alternative cluster correction having the highest non-contextual

similarity score is selected to be the reference cluster.

ii. A modified matrix is produced wherein in each preference matrix,

the occurrence frequency function of each alternative correction in each feature gram is

replaced by the ratio of the occurrence frequency function of each alternative correction

to the occurrence frequency function of the reference cluster.

iii. A modified matrix of the type described hereinabove in ii. is

further modified to replace the ratio in each preference metric by a function of the ratio

which function reduces the computational importance of very large differences in ratios.

A suitable such function is a logarithmic function. The purpose of this operation is to

de-emphasize the importance of large differences in frequencies of occurrence in the

final preference scoring of the most preferred alternative corrections, while maintaining

the importance of large differences in frequencies of occurrence in the final preference

scoring, and thus elimination, of the least preferred alternative corrections.

iv. A modified matrix of the type described hereinabove in ii or iii is

additionally modified by multiplying the applicable ratio or function of ratio in each

preference metric by the appropriate CFS score. This provides emphasis based on

correct grammatical usage and other factors which are reflected in the CFS score.

v. A modified matrix of the type described hereinabove in ii, iii or iv

is additionally modified by generating a function of the applicable ratio, function of

ratio, frequency of occurrence and normalized frequency of occurrence. A preferred

function is generated by multiplying the applicable ratio or function of ratio in each

preference metric by the frequency of occurrence of that CFS.



E. A final preference metric is computed for each alternative correction

based on the Specific Alternative Correction/CFS preference metric as described

hereinabove in D by multiplying the similarity score of the alternative correction by the

sum of the Specific Alternative Correction/CFS preference metrics for all CFS for that

Alternative Correction.

An example illustrating the use of such a modified matrix is as follows:

The following input text is provided:

I will be able to tach base with you next week

Please note that the spelling mistake "tach" was caused by the omission of the letter "o",

which due to inaccurate typing did not register in the small keyboard device.

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 5A,

the following cluster is selected for correction:

tach

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 6,

the following alternative cluster corrections are generated (partial list):

teach; touch

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following CFSs are generated (partial list):

' able to tach ' ; ' to tach base '

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to sub-

stages IIA & IIC hereinabove, the matrix of frequencies of occurrence and normalized

frequencies of occurrence in an internet corpus seen in Table 18 is generated for the

above list of alternative cluster corrections in the above list of CFSs:



TABLE 18

It is noted that for one feature, both the frequency of occurrence and the

normalized frequency of occurrence of "teach" are greater than those of "touch", but for

another feature, both the frequency of occurrence and the normalized frequency of

occurrence of "touch" are greater than those of "teach". In order to make a correct

choice of an alternative correction, ratio metrics, described hereinabove with reference

to sub-stage IIG, are preferably employed as described hereinbelow.

In this example, the non-contextual similarity scores of the alternative

cluster corrections are as indicated in Table 19:

It is seen that the reference cluster is "teach", since it has the highest

similarity score. Nevertheless "touch" is selected based on the final preference score

described hereinabove. This is not intuitive, as may be appreciated from a consideration

of the above matrices which indicate that "teach" has the highest frequency of



occurrence and the highest normalized frequency of occurrence. In this example, the

final preference score indicates a selection of "touch" over "teach" since the ratio of

frequencies of occurrence for a feature in which "touch" is favored is much greater than

the ratio of frequencies of occurrence for the other feature in which "teach" is favored.

F. Optionally, an alternative correction may be filtered out on the basis of

a comparison of frequency function values and preference metrics for that alternative

correction and for the reference cluster using one or more of the following decision

rules:

1. filtering out an alternative correction having a similarity score

below a predetermined threshold and having a CFS frequency function that is less than

the CFS frequency function of the reference cluster for at least one feature which has a

CFS score which is higher than a predetermined threshold.

2. filtering out alternative corrections having a similarity score below

a predetermined threshold and having a preference metric which is less than a

predetermined threshold for at least one feature which has a CFS score which is higher

than another predetermined threshold.

3. a. ascertaining the CFS score of each CFS;

b. for each CFS, ascertaining the CFS frequency functions for the

reference cluster and for an alternative correction, thereby to ascertain whether the

reference cluster or the alternative correction has a higher frequency function for that

CFS;

c. summing the CFS scores of CFSs for which the alternative

correction has a higher frequency than the reference cluster;

d. summing the CFS scores of CFSs for which the reference cluster

has a higher frequency than the alternative correction; and

e. if the sum in c. is less than the sum in d. filtering out that

alternative correction.

The following example illustrates the filtering functionality described

above.

The following input text is provided:

I am fawlling im love



Please note that the spelling mistake "fawling" was caused by insertion of "w" which is

a key proximate to "a" and the spelling mistake "im" is a result of pressing "m" instead

of "n", as those are two neighboring keys.

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 5A,

the following cluster is selected for correction:

fawlling im

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 6,

the following alternative cluster corrections are generated (partial list):

falling on; falling in; feeling on; feeling in

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following CFSs are generated (partial list):

'am fawlling im ' ; 'fawlling im love'; 'am fawlling im love'; Ί am

fawlling im '

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to sub-stage

IIA herein, the matrix of frequencies of occurrence in an internet corpus seen in Table

20 is generated for the above list of alternative cluster corrections in the above list of

CFSs:

TABLE 20

All CFSs which are entirely included in other CFSs having at least a

minimum threshold frequency of occurrence are eliminated. For example the following

feature-grams are eliminated:

'am fawlling im ' ; 'fawlling im love'



In this example the remaining CFSs are the feature-grams:

'am fawlling i love'; am fawlling im '

In this example, the non-contextual similarity scores of the alternative

cluster corrections are as indicated in Table 2 :

TABLE 2 1

The alternative corrections "falling on", "feeling on" and "feeling in" are

filtered out because they have zero frequency of occurrence for one of the CFSs.

G. As discussed hereinabove with reference to Stage III, a ranking is

established based on the final preference metric developed as described hereinabove at

A - E on the alternative corrections which survive the filtering in F. The alternative

correction having the highest final preference score is selected.

H. As discussed hereinabove with reference to Stage IV, a confidence

level is assigned to the selected alternative correction. This confidence level is

calculated based on one or more of the following parameters:

a. number, type and scoring of selected CFSs as provided in sub-stage

IIB above;

b. statistical significance of frequency of occurrence of the various

alternative cluster corrections, in the context of the CFSs;

c. degree of consensus on the selection of an alternative correction,

based on preference metrics of each of the CFSs and the word similarity scores of the

various alternative corrections;



d. non-contextual similarity score (stage I) of the selected alternative

cluster correction being above a predetermined minimum threshold.

e. extent of contextual data available, as indicated by the number of

CFSs in the reduced matrix having CFS scores above a predetermined minimum

threshold and having preference scores over another predetermined threshold.

If the confidence level is above a predetermined threshold, the selected

alternative correction is implemented without user interaction. If the confidence level is

below the predetermined threshold but above a lower predetermined threshold, the

selected alternative correction is implemented but user interaction is invited. If the

confidence level is below the lower predetermined threshold, user selection based on a

prioritized list of alternative corrections is invited.

The following examples are illustrative of the use of confidence level

scoring:

The following input text is provided:

He was not feeling wekk when he returned

Please note that the spelling mistake "wekk" was caused by proximate key

replacement: "1" was replaced by "k" twice.

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 5A,

the following cluster is selected for correction:

wekk

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 6,

the following alternative cluster corrections are generated (partial list):

week; well

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following CFSs are generated (partial list):

'was not feeling wekk'; 'not feeling wekk when'; 'feeling wekk when

he'; 'wekk when he returned'

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to sub-stage

IIA herein, the matrix of frequencies of occurrence in an internet corpus seen in Table

22 is generated for the above list of alternative cluster corrections in the above list of

CFSs:



TABLE 22

The foregoing example illustrates that, according to all the criteria set

forth in H above, the selection of 'well' over 'week' has a high confidence level.

In the following example, the confidence level is somewhat less, due to

the fact that the alternative correction 'back' has a higher frequency of occurrence than

'beach' in the CFS 'bech in the summer' but 'beach' has a higher frequency of

occurrence than 'back' in the CFSs 'on the beech in' and 'the bech in the'. The

alternative correction 'beach' is selected with an intermediate confidence level based on

criterion H(c).

The following input text is provided:

I like to work on the bech in the summer

Please note that the spelling mistake "bech" was caused by pressed key omission where

the pressing of "a" was not registered in the small keyboard device keypad

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 5A,

the following cluster is selected for correction:

bech

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 6,

the following alternative cluster corrections are generated (partial list):

beach; beech; back

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following CFSs are generated (partial list):

'on the bech in'; 'the bech in the'; 'bech in the summer'



Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to sub-stage

IIA, the matrix of frequencies of occurrence in an internet corpus seen in Table 23 is

generated for the above list of alternative cluster corrections in the above list of CFSs:

TABLE 23

The alternative correction 'beach' is selected with an intermediate

confidence level based on criterion H(c).

In the following example, the confidence level is even less, based on

criterion H(a):

The following input text is received:

Expets are what we need now, really...

Please note that the spelling mistake "Expets" was caused by pressed key omission

where the pressing of "r" was not registered in the small keyboard device keypad.

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 5A,

the following cluster is selected for correction:

Expets

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 6,

the following alternative cluster corrections are generated (partial list):

Experts; Exerts; Expects

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following CFSs are generated (partial list):

'Expets are'; 'Expets are restoring'; 'Expets are restoring the; 'Expets

are restoring the British'



Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Stage

IIA, the matrix of frequencies of occurrence in an internet corpus seen in Table 24 is

generated for the above list of alternative cluster corrections in the above list of CFSs:

TABLE 24

All CFSs for which all alternative corrections have a zero frequency of

occurrence are eliminated. In this example the following feature-grams are eliminated:

'Expets are what; 'Expets are what we; 'Expets are what we need'

In this example the only remaining CFS is the feature-gram:

'Expets are'

As seen from the foregoing example, the only CFS that survives the

filtering process is "Expets are". As a result, the confidence level is relatively low, since

the selection is based on only a single CFS, which is relatively short and includes, aside

from the suspected word, only one word, which is a frequently occurring word.

Reference is now made to Fig. 8, which is a simplified flow chart

illustrating functionality for context-based and word similarity-based scoring of various

alternative corrections useful in the misused word and grammar correction functionality

of Figs. 3, 9 and 10.

As seen in Fig. 8, the context-based and word similarity-based scoring of

various alternative corrections proceeds in the following general stages:

I. NON-CONTEXTUAL SCORING - Various cluster alternatives are

scored on the basis of similarity to a cluster in the input text in terms of their written



appearance and sound similarity. This scoring does not take into account any contextual

similarity outside of the given cluster.

II. CONTEXTUAL SCORING USING INTERNET CORPUS - Each of

the various cluster alternatives is also scored on the basis of extracted contextual-

feature-sequences (CFSs), which are provided as described hereinabove with reference

to Fig. 4. This scoring includes the following sub-stages:

IIA. Frequency of occurrence analysis is carried out, preferably using an

internet corpus, on the various alternative cluster corrections produced by the

functionality of Fig. 6, in the context of the CFSs extracted as described hereinabove in

Fig. 4.

IIB. CFS selection and weighting of the various CFSs based on, inter

alia, the results of the frequency of occurrence analysis of sub-stage IIA. Weighting is

also based on relative inherent importance of various CFSs. It is appreciated that some

of the CFSs may be given a weighting of zero and are thus not selected. The selected

CFSs preferably are given relative weightings.

IIC. A frequency of occurrence metric is assigned to each alternative

correction for each of the selected CFSs in sub-stage IIB.

IID. A reduced set of alternative cluster corrections is generated, based,

inter alia, on the results of the frequency of occurrence analysis of sub-stage IIA, the

frequency of occurrence metric of sub-stage IIC and the CFS selection and weighting of

sub-stage IIB.

HE. The input cluster is selected for use as a reference cluster correction.

IIF. A frequency of occurrence metric is assigned to the reference cluster

correction of sub-stage HE for each of the selected CFSs in stage IIB.

IIG. A ratio metric is assigned to each of the selected features in sub-

stage IIB which represents the ratio of the frequency of occurrence metric for each

alternative correction for that feature to the frequency of occurrence metric assigned to

the reference cluster of sub-stage IIB.

Ill A most preferred alternative cluster correction is selected based on the

results of stage I and the results of stage II.



IV. A confidence level score is assigned to the most preferred alternative

cluster correction.

A more detailed description of the functionality described hereinabove in

stages II-IV is presented hereinbelow:

With reference to sub-stage IIA, all of the CFSs which include the cluster

to be corrected are generated as described hereinabove in Fig. 4. CFSs containing

suspected errors, other than errors in the input cluster, are eliminated.

A matrix is generated indicating the frequency of occurrence in a corpus,

preferably an internet corpus, of each of the alternative corrections for the cluster in

each of the CFSs. All CFSs for which all alternative corrections have a zero frequency

of occurrence are eliminated. Thereafter, all CFSs which are entirely included in other

CFSs having at least a minimum threshold frequency of occurrence are eliminated.

The following example illustrates generation of a frequency of

occurrence matrix:

The following input text is provided:

I fid dome research already

Please note that the spelling mistake "fid" was caused by proximate keys replacement

of "d" with " and the spelling mistake "dome" was caused by proximate keys

replacement of "s" with "d".

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 5B,

the following cluster is selected for correction:

fid dome

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 6,

the following alternative cluster corrections are generated (partial list):

feed some; did some; did come; deed dim; pod dime; pod dome

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following CFSs are generated (partial list):

'fid dome'; Ί fid dome'; 'fid dome research'; fid dome research'; Ί fid

dome research already'



Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to sub-stage

IIA, the matrix of frequencies of occurrence in an internet corpus seen in Table 25 is

generated for the above list of alternative cluster corrections in the above list of CFSs:

TABLE 25

All CFSs for which all alternative corrections have a zero frequency of

occurrence are eliminated. In this example the following feature-gram is eliminated:

Ί fid dome research already'

Thereafter, all CFSs which are entirely included in other CFSs having at

least a minimum threshold frequency of occurrence are eliminated; For example the

following feature-grams are eliminated:

'fid dome'; Ί fid dome'; 'fid dome research'

In this example the only remaining CFS is the following feature-gram: .

Ί fid dome research'

The resulting matrix appears as seen in Table 26:



TABLE 26

The foregoing example illustrates the generation of a matrix in

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. In this example, it is

clear that "did some" is the preferred alternative correction. It is to be appreciated that in

reality, the choices are not usually so straightforward. Accordingly, in further examples

presented below, functionality is provided for making much more difficult choices

among alternative corrections.

Returning to a consideration of sub-stage IIB, optionally each of the

remaining CFSs is given a score as described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4.

Additionally CFSs which contain words introduced in an earlier correction iteration of

the multi-word input and have a confidence level below a predetermined confidence

level threshold are negatively biased.

In the general case, similarly to that described hereinabove in sub-stage

IIC, preferably, a normalized frequency matrix is generated indicating the normalized

frequency of occurrence of each CFS in the internet corpus. The normalized frequency

matrix is normally generated from the frequency matrix by dividing each CFS

frequency by a function of the frequencies of occurrence of the relevant cluster

alternatives.

The normalization is operative to neutralize the effect of substantial

differences in overall popularity of various alternative corrections. A suitable



normalization factor is based on the overall frequencies of occurrence of various

alternative corrections in a corpus as a whole, without regard to CFSs.

The following example illustrates the generation of a normalized

frequency of occurrence matrix:

The following input text is provided typically by speech recognition:

Oh, then are you a [decent/docent] or a student?

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 5B,

the following cluster is selected for correction:

decent

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 6,

the following alternative cluster corrections are generated (partial list):

decent; decent; doesn't

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following CFSs are generated (partial list):

'a decent'; 'decent or a '

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to sub-stage

IIC herein, the matrix of frequencies of occurrence and normalized frequencies of

occurrence in an internet corpus seen in Table 27 is generated for the above list of

alternative cluster corrections in the above list of CFSs:

TABLE 27



It may be appreciated from the foregoing example that words having the

highest frequencies of occurrence may not necessarily have the highest normalized

frequencies of occurrence, due to substantial differences in overall popularity of various

alternative corrections. In the foregoing example, "docent" has the highest normalized

frequencies of occurrence and it is clear from the context of the input text that "docent"

is the correct word, rather than "decent" which has higher frequencies of occurrence in

the internet corpus.

It is a particular feature of the present invention that normalized

frequencies, which neutralize substantial differences in overall popularity of various

alternative corrections, are used in selecting among the alternative corrections. It is

appreciated that other metrics of frequency of occurrence, other than normalized

frequencies of occurrence, may alternatively or additionally be employed as metrics.

Where the frequencies of occurrence are relatively low or particularly high, additional

or alternative metrics are beneficial.

It will be appreciated from the discussion that follows that additional

functionalities are often useful in selecting among various alternative corrections. These

functionalities are described hereinbelow.

In sub-stage IID, each alternative cluster correction which is less

preferred than another alternative correction according to both of the following metrics

is eliminated:

i . having a word similarity score lower than the other alternative

cluster correction; and

ii. having lower frequencies of occurrences and preferably also lower

normalized frequencies of occurrence for all of the CFSs than the other alternative

cluster correction.

The following example illustrates the elimination of alternative

corrections as described hereinabove:

The following input text is provided:

I leave on a big house



Please note that the misused mistake "leave" was caused by phonetic replacement of "i"

with "ea", and the misused mistake "on" was caused by proximate keys replacement of

"i" with "o".

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 5B,

the following cluster is selected for correction:

leave on

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 6,

the following alternative cluster corrections are generated (partial list):

leave in; live in; love in;

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following CFSs are generated (partial list):

Ί leave on a'; 'leave on a big'

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Stage IIE

herein, the matrix of frequencies of occurrence and normalized frequencies of

occurrence in an internet corpus seen in Table 28 is generated for the above list of

alternative cluster corrections in the above list of CFSs:

TABLE 28

In this example, the non-contextual similarity scores of the alternative

cluster corrections are as indicated in Table 29:



TABLE 29

The alternative cluster correction "love in" is eliminated as it has a lower

similarity score as well as lower frequencies of occurrence and lower normalized

frequencies of occurrence than "live in". The alternative cluster correction "leave in" is

not eliminated at this stage since its similarity score is higher than that of "live in".

As can be appreciated from the foregoing, the result of operation of the

functionality of sub-stage IID is a reduced frequency matrix and preferably also a

reduced normalized frequency matrix, indicating the frequency of occurrence and

preferably also the normalized frequency of occurrence of each of a reduced plurality of

alternative corrections, each of which has a similarity score, for each of a reduced

plurality of CFSs. The reduced set of alternative cluster corrections is preferably

employed for all further alternative cluster selection functionalities as is seen from the

examples which follow hereinbelow.

For each alternative correction in the reduced frequency matrix and

preferably also in the reduced normalized frequency matrix, a final preference metric is

generated. One or more of the following alternative metrics may be employed to

generate a final preference score for each alternative correction:

The term "frequency function" is used below to refer to the frequency,

the normalized frequency or a function of both the frequency and the normalized

frequency.

A. One possible preference metric is the highest occurrence frequency

function for each alternative cluster correction in the reduced matrix or matrices for any



of the CFSs in the reduced matrix or matrices. For example, the various alternative

cluster corrections would be scored as follows:

The following input text is provided:

I am vary satisfied with your work

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 5B,

the following cluster is selected for correction:

vary

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 6,

the following alternative cluster corrections are generated (partial list):

vary; very

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following CFSs are generated (partial list):

'am vary'; 'vary satisfied'; Ί am vary satisfied with'

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to sub-stage

IIC herein, the matrix of frequencies of occurrence and normalized frequencies of

occurrence in an internet corpus seen in Tables 30 and 3 1 is generated for the above list

of alternative cluster corrections in the above list of CFSs:

TABLE 30



TABLE 3 1

It is seen that in this example both from frequency of occurrence and

normalized frequency of occurrence, "very" has the highest occurrence frequency

function.

B. Another possible preference metric is the average occurrence

frequency function of all CFSs for each alternative correction. For example, the various

alternative corrections would be scored as follows:

The following input text is provided:

A while ago the lived 3 dwarfs

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 5B,

the following cluster is selected for correction:

the

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 6,

the following alternative cluster corrections are generated (partial list):

the; they; she; there

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following CFSs are generated (partial list):

'ago the lived'; 'the lived 3'

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to sub-stage

IIC herein, the matrix of frequencies of occurrence, normalized frequencies of

occurrence and average frequency of occurrence in an internet corpus seen in Tables 32



and 33 is generated for the above list of alternative cluster corrections in the above list

ofCFSs:

TABLE 32

It is noted that "they" is selected based on the average frequency of

occurrence, notwithstanding that "there" has a CFS whose frequency of occurrence is

the maximum frequency of occurrence in the matrix.



In this example, the non-contextual similarity scores of the alternative

cluster corrections are as indicated in Table 34:

It is noted that the alternative cluster correction having the highest

similarity score is not selected.

C. A further possible preference metric is the weighted sum over all

CFSs for each alternative correction of the occurrence frequency function for each CFS

multiplied by the score of that CFS as computed by the functionality described

hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4.

D. A Specific Alternative Correction/CFS preference metric is generated,

as described hereinabove with reference to sub-stages IIE - IIG, by any one or more, and

more preferably most and most preferably all of the following operations on the

alternative corrections in the reduced matrix or matrices:

i . The cluster from the original input text that is selected for correction

is selected to be the reference cluster.

ii. A modified matrix is produced wherein in each preference matrix,

the occurrence frequency function of each alternative correction in each feature gram is

replaced by the ratio of the occurrence frequency function of each alternative correction

to the occurrence frequency function of the reference cluster.

iii. A modified matrix of the type described hereinabove in ii. is

further modified to replace the ratio in each preference metric by a function of the ratio

which function reduces the computational importance of very large differences in ratios.



A suitable such function is a logarithmic function. The purpose of this operation is to

de-emphasize the importance of large differences in frequencies of occurrence in the

final preference scoring of the most preferred alternative corrections, while maintaining

the importance of large differences in frequencies of occurrence in the final preference

scoring, and thus elimination, of the least preferred alternative corrections.

iv. A modified matrix of the type described hereinabove in ii or iii is

additionally modified by multiplying the applicable ratio or function of ratio in each

preference metric by the appropriate CFS score. This provides emphasis based on

correct grammatical usage and other factors which are reflected in the CFS score.

v. A modified matrix of the type described hereinabove in ii, iii or iv

is additionally modified by multiplying the applicable ratio or function of ratio in each

preference metric by a function of a user uncertainty metric. Some examples of a user

input uncertainty metric include the number of edit actions related to an input word or

cluster performed in a word processor, vis-a-vis edit actions on other words of the

document; the timing of writing of an input word or cluster performed in a word

processor, vis-a-vis time of writing of other words of the document and the timing of

speaking of an input word or cluster performed in a speech recognition input

functionality, vis-a-vis time of speaking of other words by this user. The user input

uncertainty metric provides an indication of how certain the user was of this choice of

words. This step takes the computed bias to a reference cluster and modifies it by a

function of the user's certainty or uncertainty regarding this cluster.

vi. A modified matrix of the type described hereinabove in ii, iii, iv or

v is additionally modified by generating a function of the applicable ratio, function of

ratio, frequency of occurrence and normalized frequency of occurrence. A preferred

function is generated by multiplying the applicable ratio or function of ratio in each

preference metric by the frequency of occurrence of that CFS.

E. A final preference metric is computed for each alternative correction

based on the Specific Alternative Correction/CFS preference metric as described

hereinabove in D by multiplying the similarity score of the alternative correction by the

sum of the Specific Alternative Correction/CFS preference metrics for all CFS for that

Alternative Correction.



An example of such modified matrix is as follows:

The following input text is provided:

I will be able to teach base with you next week

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 5B,

the following cluster is selected for correction:

teach

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 6,

the following alternative cluster corrections are generated (partial list):

. teach; touch

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following CFSs are generated (partial list):

'able to teach'; 'to teach base'

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to sub-

stages IIA & IIC hereinabove, the matrix of frequencies of occurrence and normalized

frequencies of occurrence in an internet corpus seen in Table 35 is generated for the

above list of alternative cluster corrections in the above list of CFSs:

TABLE 35

It is noted that for one feature, both the frequency of occurrence and the

normalized frequency of occurrence of "teach" are greater than those of "touch", but for

another feature, both the frequency of occurrence and the normalized frequency of

occurrence of "touch" are greater than those of "teach". In order to make a correct



choice of an alternative correction, ratio metrics, described hereinabove with reference

to sub-stage IIG, are preferably employed as described hereinbelow.

In this example, the non-contextual similarity scores of the alternative

cluster corrections are as indicated in Table 36:

It is seen that the reference cluster is "teach", since it has the highest

similarity score. Nevertheless "touch" is selected based on the final preference score

described hereinabove. This is not intuitive as may be appreciated from a consideration

of the above matrices which indicate that "teach" has the highest frequency of

occurrence and the highest normalized frequency of occurrence. In this example, the

final preference score indicates a selection of "touch" over "teach" since the ratio of

frequencies of occurrence for a feature in which "touch" is favored is much greater than

the ratio of frequencies of occurrence for the other feature in which "teach" is favored.

F. Optionally, an alternative correction may be filtered out on the basis of

a comparison of frequency function values and preference metrics for that alternative

correction and for the reference cluster using one or more of the following decision

rules:

1. filtering out an alternative correction having a similarity score

below a predetermined threshold and having a CFS frequency function that is less than

the CFS frequency function of the reference cluster for at least one feature which has a

CFS score which is higher than a predetermined threshold.

2. filtering out alternative corrections having a similarity score below

a predetermined threshold and having a preference metric which is less than a



predetermined threshold for at least one feature which has a CFS score which is higher

than another predetermined threshold.

3. a. ascertaining the CFS score of each CFS;

b. for each CFS, ascertaining the CFS frequency functions for the

reference cluster and for an alternative correction, thereby to ascertain whether the

reference cluster or the alternative correction has a higher frequency function for that

CFS;

c. summing the CFS scores of CFSs for which the alternative

correction has a higher frequency than the reference cluster;

d. summing the CFS scores of CFSs for which the reference cluster

has a higher frequency than the alternative correction;

e. if the sum in c. is less than the sum in d. filtering out that

alternative correction.

The following example illustrates the filtering functionality described

above.

The following input text is provided, typically by speech recognition

functionality:

I want [two/to/too] items, please.

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 5B,

the following cluster is selected for correction:

[two/to/too]

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 6,

the following alternative cluster corrections are generated (partial list):

too; to; two

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following CFSs are generated (partial list):

Ί want two'; 'want two items'

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Stage

IIA herein, the matrix of frequencies of occurrence in an internet corpus seen in Table

37 is generated for the above list of alternative cluster corrections in the above list of

CFSs:



TABLE 37

The alternative corrections "too" and "to" are filtered out because they

have zero frequency of occurrence for one of the CFSs, notwithstanding that they have

high frequencies of occurrence of another CFS. Thus here, the only surviving CFS is

"two".

G. As discussed hereinabove with reference to Stage III, a ranking is

established based on the final preference metric developed as described hereinabove at

A - E on the alternative corrections which survive the filtering in F. The alternative

correction having the highest final preference score is selected.

H. As discussed hereinabove with reference to Stage IV, a confidence

level is assigned to the selected alternative correction. This confidence level is

calculated based on one or more of the following parameters:

a. number, type and scoring of selected CFSs as provided in sub-stage

IIB above;

b. statistical significance of frequency of occurrence of the various

alternative cluster corrections, in the context of the CFSs;

c. degree of consensus on the selection of an alternative correction,

based on preference metrics of each of the CFSs and the word similarity scores of the

various alternative corrections;

d. non-contextual similarity score (stage I) of the selected alternative

cluster correction being above a predetermined minimum threshold.



e . extent of contextual data available, as indicated by the number of

CFSs in the reduced matrix having CFS scores above a predetermined minimum

threshold and having preference scores over another predetermined threshold.

If the confidence level is above a predetermined threshold, the selected

alternative correction is implemented without user interaction. If the confidence level is

below the predetermined threshold but above a lower predetermined threshold, the

selected alternative correction is implemented but user interaction is invited. If the

confidence level is below the lower predetermined threshold, user selection based on a

prioritized list of alternative corrections is invited.

The following examples are illustrative of the use of confidence level

scoring:

The following input text is provided:

He was not feeling wale when he returned

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 5B,

the following cluster is selected for correction:

wale

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 6,

the following alternative cluster corrections are generated (partial list):

wale; well

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following CFSs are generated (partial list):

'was not feeling wale'; 'not feeling wale when'; 'feeling wale when

he'; 'wale when he returned'

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to sub-stage

IIA herein, the matrix of frequencies of occurrence in an internet corpus seen in Table

38 is generated for the above list of alternative cluster corrections in the above list of

CFSs:



TABLE 38

The foregoing example illustrates that, according to all the criteria set

forth in H above, the selection of 'well' over 'wale' has a high confidence level.

In the following example, the confidence level is somewhat less, due to

the fact that the alternative correction 'back' has a higher frequency of occurrence than

'beach' in the CFS 'beech in the summer' but 'beach' has a higher frequency of

occurrence than 'back' in the CFSs 'on the beech in' and 'the beech in the'. The

alternative correction 'beach' is selected with an intermediate confidence level based on

criterion H(c).

The following input text is provided:

I like to work on the beech in the summer

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 5B,

the following cluster is selected for correction:

beech

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 6,

the following alternative cluster corrections are generated (partial list):

beach; beech; back

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following CFSs are generated (partial list):

n the beech in'; 'the beech in the'; 'beech in the summer'

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Stage

IIA, the matrix of frequencies of occurrence in an internet corpus seen in Table 39 is

generated for the above list of alternative cluster corrections in the above list of CFSs:



TABLE 39

The alternative correction 'beach' is selected with an intermediate

confidence level based on criterion H(c).

In the following example, the confidence level is even less, based on

criterion H(a):

The following input text is received:

Exerts are restoring the British Museum's round reading room

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 5B,

the following cluster is selected for correction:

Exerts

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 6,

the following alternative cluster corrections are generated (partial list):

Expert; Exerts; Expects

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following CFSs are generated (partial list):

'Exerts are'; 'Exerts are restoring'; 'Exerts are restoring the'; 'Exerts

are restoring the British'

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to sub-stage

IIA, the matrix of frequencies of occurrence in an internet corpus seen in Table 40 is

generated for the above list of alternative cluster corrections in the above list of CFSs:



TABLE 40

All CFSs for which all alternative corrections have a zero frequency of

occurrence are eliminated. In this example the following feature-grams are eliminated:

'Exerts are restoring'; 'Exerts are restoring the'; 'Exerts are restoring

the British'

In this example the only remaining CFS is the feature-gram:

'Exerts are'

As seen from the foregoing example, the only CFS that survives the

filtering process is 'Exerts are'. As a result, the confidence level is relatively low, since

the selection is based on only a single CFS, which is relatively short and includes, aside

from the suspected word, only one word, which is a frequently occurring word.

The following example illustrates the usage of the final preference score

metric described in stages D & E above.

The following input text is provided:

Some kids don't do any sport and sit around doing nothing and getting

fast so you will burn some calories and get a lot fitter if you exercise.

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 5B,

the following cluster is selected for correction:

fast

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 6,

the following alternative cluster corrections are generated (partial list):

fat; fast
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Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following CFSs are generated (partial list):

'and getting fast'; 'getting fast so'; 'fast so you'; 'fast so you will'

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to sub-stage

IIA herein, the matrix of frequencies of occurrence in an internet corpus seen in Table

4 1 is generated for the above list of alternative cluster corrections in the above list of

CFSs:

TABLE 4 1

In this example, the non-contextual similarity scores of the alternative

cluster corrections are as indicated in Table 42:

TABLE 42

Using the final preference score metric described in stages D & E above,

the alternative correction "fat" is selected with low confidence.

Reference is now made to Fig. 9, which is a detailed flowchart

illustrating the operation of missing item correction functionality. The missing item



correction functionality is operative to correct for missing articles, prepositions,

punctuation and other items having principally grammatical functions in an input text.

This functionality preferably operates on a spelling-corrected input text output from the

spelling correction functionality of Fig. .

Identification of suspected missing items is carried out preferably in the

following manner:

Initially, feature-grams are generated for a spelling-corrected input text.

The frequency of occurrence of each feature-gram in the spelling-corrected input text in

a corpus, preferably an internet corpus (FREQ F-G), is ascertained.

An expected frequency of occurrence of each feature-gram (EFREQ F-G)

is calculated as follows:

A feature-gram is assumed to contain n words, identified as Wj - W .

W designates the i'th word in the feature-gram

An expected frequency of occurrence of a given feature-gram is taken

to be the highest of expected frequencies of that feature-gram based on division of the

words in the feature-gram into two consecutive parts following each of the words W ...

W (n- .

The expected frequency of a feature-gram based on division of the

words in the feature-gram into two consecutive parts following a word Wi can be

expressed as follows:

EFREQ F-G in respect of W = (FREQ (W, - W * FREQ (W i+ , -

Wn))/(TOTAL OF FREQUENCIES OF ALL WORDS IN THE

CORPUS)

The expected frequencies of each feature-gram based on all possible

divisions of the words in the feature-gram into two consecutive parts are calculated.

If FREQ F-G/EFREQ F-G in respect of Wi is less than a predetermined

threshold, the feature-gram in respect of W; is considered to be suspect in terms of there

being a missing article, preposition or punctuation between W and Wj+i in that feature

gram.



A suspect word junction between two consecutive words in a spelling-

corrected input text is selected for correction, preferably by attempting to find the word

junction which is surrounded by the largest amount of non-suspected contextual data.

Preferably, the word junction that has the longest sequence or sequences of non-

suspected word junctions in its vicinity is selected.

One or, preferably, more alternative insertions is generated for each word

junction, preferably based on a predefined set of possibly missing punctuation, articles,

prepositions, conjunctions or other items, which normally do not include nouns, verbs

or adjectives.

At least partially context-based and word similarity-based scoring of the

various alternative insertions is provided, preferably based on a correction alternatives

scoring algorithm, described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 8 and hereinbelow.

The following example is illustrative:

The following input text is provided:

I can't read please help me

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following feature-grams are generated (partial list):

I can't read; can't read please; read please help; please help me

Using the functionality described hereinabove, a matrix of the

frequencies of occurrence in an internet corpus is generated for the above list of feature-

grams which typically appears as seen in Table 43:

TABLE 43



The expected frequency of occurrence is calculated for each feature-gram

in respect of each word W in the feature-gram, in accordance with the following

expression:

EFREQ F-G in respect of W = (FREQ (W, - Wj) * FREQ (Wi+1 -

W„))/(TOTAL OF FREQUENCIES OF ALL WORDS IN THE

CORPUS)

The exemplary results of some of these calculations are seen in Tables 44

and 45:

TABLE 44

TABLE 45

As seen from the above results, the actual frequency of occurrence of

each of the feature-grams is less than the expected frequency of occurrence thereof. This

indicates suspected absence of an item, such as punctuation.



A list of alternative insertions to follow the word "read" is generated.

This list preferably includes a predetermined list of punctuation, articles, conjunctions

and prepositions. Specifically, it will include a period "."

A partial list of the alternatives is:

'read please'; 'read. Please'; 'read of please'; 'read a please'

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following CFSs are generated:

Ί can't read [?]'; 'read [?] please help'; ' [?] please help me'

. . Using the functionality described in stage IIA of Fig. 8, the matrix of

frequencies of occurrence in an internet corpus seen in Table 46 is generated for the

above list of alternative cluster corrections in the above list of CFSs:

When a '.' is included in a cluster, the CFS frequency of occurrence that

includes the cluster with the '.' is retrieved separately for the text before and after the

'.'. i.e., the feature-gram "can't read. Please" will not be generated because it includes

two separate grammar parsing phrases.

TABLE 46

* Note: A '.' is omitted from the beginning of a feature gram when calculating its

frequency of occurrence in the corpus. For example, the frequency of". Please help me"

is identical to the frequency of "Please help me".



Using the functionality described in stages D & E of Fig. 8 the final

preference metric selects the alternative correction "read. Please" and the corrected

input text is:

I can't read. Please help me.

The following example illustrates the functionality of adding a missing

preposition.

The following input text is provided:

I sit the sofa

Using the functionality described hereinbelow, the following cluster is

selected for correction :

'sit the'

Using the functionality described hereinbelow, the following alternative

cluster corrections are generated (partial list):

sit on the; sit of the; sit the

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following CFSs are generated:

sit the'; 'sit the sofa'

Using the functionality described in stage IIA with reference to Fig. 8,

the matrix of frequencies of occurrence in an internet corpus seen in Table 47 is

generated for the above list of alternative cluster corrections in the above list of CFSs:

TABLE 47

Using the functionality described in stages IID & IIE of Fig. 8 the final

preference metric selects the alternative correction "sit on the" and the corrected input

text is:



I sit on the sofa.

Reference is now made to Fig. 10, which is a detailed flowchart

illustrating the operation of superfluous item correction functionality. The superfluous

item correction functionality is operative to correct for superfluous articles,

prepositions, punctuation and other items having principally grammatical functions in

an input text. This functionality preferably operates on a spelling-corrected input text

output from the spelling correction functionality of Fig. 1.

It is appreciated that the functionality of Fig. 10 may be combined with

the functionality of Fig. 9 or alternatively carried out in parallel therewith, prior thereto

or following operation thereof.

Identification of suspected superfluous items is carried out preferably in

the following manner:

A search is carried out on the spelling-corrected input text to identify

items belonging to a predefined set of possibly superfluous punctuation, articles,

prepositions, conjunctions and other items, which normally do not include nouns, verbs

or adjectives.

For each such item, feature-grams are generated for all portions of the

misused-word and grammar corrected, spelling-corrected input text containing such

item. A frequency of occurrence is calculated for each such feature-gram and for a

corresponding feature-gram in which the item is omitted.

If the frequency of occurrence for the feature-gram in which the item is

omitted exceeds the frequency of occurrence for the corresponding feature-gram in

which the item is present, the item is considered as suspect.

A suspect item in a misused-word and grammar corrected, spelling-

corrected input text is selected for correction, preferably by attempting to find the item

which is surrounded by the largest amount of non-suspected contextual data. Preferably,

the item that has the longest sequence or sequences of non-suspected words in its

vicinity is selected.

A possible item deletion is generated for each suspect item. At least

partially context-based and word similarity-based scoring of the various alternatives, i.e.

deletion of the item or non-deletion of the item, is provided, preferably based on a



correction alternatives scoring algorithm, described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 8

and hereinbelow.

The following example is illustrative.

The following input text is provided:

It is a nice, thing to wear.

The input text is searched to identify any items which belong to a

predetermined list of commonly superfluous items, such as, for example, punctuation,

prepositions, conjunctions and articles.

In this example, the comma "," is identified as belonging to such a list.

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the feature-grams, seen in Table 48, which include a comma "," are generated and

identical feature-grams without the comma are also generated (partial list):

TABLE 48

Using the functionality described hereinabove, a matrix of the

frequencies of occurrence in an internet corpus is generated for the above list of feature-

grams which typically appears as seen in Table 49:



TABLE 49

As seen in the matrix above, the frequency of occurrence for the feature

grams with the "," omitted exceeds the frequency of occurrence for corresponding

feature grams with the "," present. Therefore, the "," is considered as suspect of being

superfluous.

The possible deletion of the comma is considered, based on context based

scoring of the following alternatives of keeping the comma and omitting the comma:

'nice,' ; 'nice'

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following CFSs are generated (partial list):

' a nice,'; 'nice, thing'; 'is a nice,'; ' a nice, thing'; 'nice, thing to'

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to figure 8

Stage IIA, the matrix of frequencies of occurrence in an internet corpus seen in Table 50

is generated for the above list of alternative cluster corrections in the above list of CFSs:



TABLE 50

All CFSs which are entirely included in other CFSs having at least a minimum

threshold frequency of occurrence are eliminated. For example the following feature-

grams are eliminated:

'a nice,'; 'nice, thing'

In this example the remaining CFSs are the feature-grams:

'is a nice,'; 'a nice, thing'; 'nice, thing to'

Using the final preference score described in stages D & E of Fig. 8

above, the alternative correction "nice", without the comma, is selected. The input text

after the comma deletion is:

It is a nice thing to wear.

The following example illustrates the functionality of removing a

superfluous article.

The following input text is provided:

We should provide them a food and water.

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 10,

the following cluster is selected for correction:

a food

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 10,

the following alternative cluster corrections are generated (partial list):

a food; food

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4,

the following CFSs are generated (partial list):



'provide them a food'; 'them a food and'; ' a food and water'

Using the functionality described hereinabove with reference to sub-stage

IIA herein, the matrix of frequencies of occurrence in an internet corpus seen in Table

51 is generated for the above list of alternative cluster corrections in the above list of

CFSs:

TABLE 5 1

Using the scoring functionality described in Fig. 8, the final preference

metric selects the alternative correction "food" and the corrected input text is:

We should provide them food and water.

It will be appreciated by persons skilled in the art that the present

invention is not limited to what has been particularly shown and described hereinabove.

Rather the scope of the present invention includes both combinations and sub-

combinations of the various features described and shown hereinabove and

modifications thereof which will occur to persons skilled in the art upon reading the

foregoing description and which are not in the prior art.



CLAIMS

1. A computer-assisted language correction system comprising:

an alternatives generator, generating on the basis of an input sentence a

text-based representation providing multiple alternatives for each of a plurality of words

in the sentence;

a selector for selecting among at least said multiple alternatives for each

of said plurality of words in the sentence, based at least partly on an internet corpus; and

a correction generator operative to provide a correction output based on

selections made by said selector.

2. A computer-assisted language correction system according to claim 1

wherein said selector is operative to make said selections based on at least one of the

following correction functions:

spelling correction;

misused word correction; and

grammar correction.

3. A computer-assisted language correction system according to claim 1

wherein said selector is operative to make said selections based on at least two of the

following correction functions:

spelling correction;

misused word correction; and

grammar correction.

4 . A computer-assisted language correction system according to claim 3 and

wherein said selector is operative to make said selections based on at least one of the

following time ordering of corrections:

spelling correction prior to at least one of misused word correction and

grammar correction.



5. A computer-assisted language correction system according to any of

claims 2 - 4 and wherein:

said input sentence is provided by one of the following functionalities:

word processor functionality;

machine translation functionality;

speech-to-text conversion functionality;

optical character recognition functionality; and

instant messaging functionality; and

said selector is operative to make said selections based on at least one of

the following correction functions:

misused word correction; and

grammar correction.

6. A computer-assisted language correction system according to any of

claims 2 - 5 and wherein said correction generator comprises a corrected language input

generator operative to provide a corrected language output based on selections made by

said selector without requiring user intervention.

7. A computer-assisted language correction system according to any of

claims 2-6 and wherein said grammar correction functionality includes at least one of

punctuation, verb inflection, single/plural, article and preposition correction

functionalities.

8. A computer-assisted language correction system according to any of

claims 2-7 and wherein said grammar correction functionality includes at least one of

replacement, insertion and omission correction functionalities.

9. A computer-assisted language correction system according to any of

claims 1-8 and wherein said selector includes context based scoring functionality



operative to rank said multiple alternatives, based at least partially on contextual

feature-sequence (CFS) frequencies of occurrences in an internet corpus.

10. A computer-assisted language correction system according to claim 9 and

wherein said context based scoring functionality is also operative to rank said multiple

alternatives based at least partially on normalized CFS frequencies of occurrences in

said internet corpus.

11. A computer-assisted language correction system comprising:

at least one of:

spelling correction functionality;

misused word correction functionality;

grammar correction functionality; and

contextual feature-sequence functionality cooperating with at least one

of said spelling correction functionality; said misused word correction functionality and

said grammar correction functionality and employing an internet corpus.

12. A computer-assisted language correction system according to claim 1

and wherein said grammar correction functionality includes at least one of punctuation,

verb inflection, single/plural, article and preposition correction functionalities.

13. A computer-assisted language correction system according to claim 11 or

claim 12 and wherein said grammar correction functionality includes at least one of

replacement, insertion and omission correction functionalities.

14. A computer-assisted language correction system according to any of

claims 11 - 13 and comprising:

at least two of:

said spelling correction functionality;

said misused word correction functionality;

said grammar correction functionality; and



wherein said contextual feature-sequence functionality cooperates

with at least two of said spelling correction functionality; said misused word correction

functionality and said grammar correction and employing an internet corpus.

1 . A computer-assisted language correction system according to any of

claims 1 1 - 13 and comprising:

said spelling correction functionality;

said misused word correction functionality;

said grammar correction functionality; and

wherein said contextual feature-sequence functionality cooperates with

said spelling correction functionality; said misused word correction functionality and

said grammar correction functionality and employing an internet corpus.

16. A computer-assisted language correction system according to any of

claims 1 1 - 15 and wherein said correction generator comprises a corrected language

generator operative to provide a corrected language output based on selections made by

said selector without requiring user intervention.

17. A computer-assisted language correction system comprising:

an alternatives generator, generating on the basis of a language input a

text-based representation providing multiple alternatives for each of a plurality of words

in the sentence;

a selector for selecting among at least said multiple alternatives for each

of said plurality of words in the language input, based at least partly on a relationship

between selected ones of said multiple alternatives for at least some of said plurality of

words in said language input; and

a correction generator operative to provide a correction output based on

selections made by said selector.



18. A computer-assisted language correction system according to claim 17

and wherein said language input comprises at least one of an input sentence and an input

text.

19. A computer-assisted language correction system according to claim 7 or

claim 18 and wherein said language input is speech and said generator converts said

language input in speech to a text-based representation providing multiple alternatives

for a plurality of words in said language input.

20. A computer-assisted language correction system according to claim 17 or

claim 8 and wherein:

said language input is at least one of:

a text input;

an output of optical character recognition functionality;

an output of machine translation functionality; and

an output of word processing functionality; and

said generator converts said language input in text to a text-based

representation providing multiple alternatives for a plurality of words in the language

input.

21. A computer-assisted language correction system according to any of

claims 17 - 20 and wherein said selector is operative to make said selections based on at

least two of the following correction functions:

spelling correction;

misused word correction; and

grammar correction.

22. A computer-assisted language correction system according to claim 2 1

and wherein said selector is operative to make said selections based on at least one of

the following time ordering of corrections:



spelling correction prior to at least one of misused word correction and

grammar correction.

23. A computer-assisted language correction system according to any of

claims 17-19 and wherein said language input is speech and said selector is operative to

make said selections based on at least one of the following correction functions:

misused word correction; and

grammar correction.

24. A computer-assisted language correction system according to any of

claims 17 - 23 and wherein said selector is operative to make said selections by carrying

out at least two of the following functions:

selection of a first set of words or combinations of words which include

less than all of said plurality of words in said language input for an initial selection;

thereafter ordering elements of said first set of words or combinations of

words to establish priority of selection; and

thereafter when selecting among said multiple alternatives for an element

of said first set of words, choosing other words, but not all, of said plurality of words as

a context to influence said selecting.

25. A computer-assisted language correction system according to any of

claims 17 - 24 and wherein said selector is operative to make said selections by carrying

out the following function:

when selecting for an element having at least two words, evaluating each

of said multiple alternatives for each of said at least two words in combination with each

of said multiple alternatives for each other of said at least two words.

26. A computer-assisted language correction system according to any of

claims 17 - 25 and wherein said correction generator comprises a corrected language

input generator operative to provide a corrected language output based on selections

made by said selector without requiring user intervention.



27. A computer-assisted language correction system comprising:

a misused-word suspector evaluating at least most of the words in an

language input on the basis of their fit within a context of the language input; and

a correction generator operative to provide a correction output based at

least partially on an evaluation performed by said suspector.

28. A computer-assisted language correction system according to claim 27

and also comprising:

an alternatives generator, generating on the basis of said language input,

a text-based representation providing multiple alternatives for at least one of said at least

most words in said language input; and

a selector for selecting among at least said multiple alternatives for each

of said at least one of said at least most words in said language input, and wherein

said correction generator is operative to provide said correction output

based on selections made by said selector.

29. A computer-assisted language correction system according to claim 27 or

claim 28 and also comprising:

a suspect word output indicator indicating an extent to which at least

some of said at least most of said words in said language input is suspect as a misused-

word.

30. A computer-assisted language correction system according to any of

claims 27 - 29 and wherein said correction generator comprises an automatic corrected

language generator operative to provide a corrected text output based at least partially

on an evaluation performed by said suspector, without requiring user intervention.

31. A computer-assisted language correction system according to any of

claims 27 - 30 and wherein said language input is speech and said selector is operative

to make said selections based on at least one of the following correction functions:



misused word correction; and

grammar correction.

32. A computer-assisted language correction system comprising:

a misused-word suspector evaluating words in an language input;

an alternatives generator, generating multiple alternatives for at least

some of the words in the language input evaluated as suspect words by said suspector, at

least one of said multiple alternatives for a word in the language input being consistent

with a contextual feature of said word in the language input in an internet corpus;

a selector for selecting among at least said multiple alternatives; and

a correction generator operative to provide a correction output based at

least partially on a selection made by said selector.

33. A computer-assisted language correction system comprising:

a misused-word suspector evaluating words in an language input and

identifying suspect words;

an alternatives generator, generating multiple alternatives for said suspect

words;

a selector, grading each said suspect word as well as ones of said multiple

alternatives therefor generated by said alternatives generator according to multiple

selection criteria, and applying a bias in favor of said suspect word vis-a-vis ones of said

multiple alternatives therefor generated by said alternatives generator; and

a correction generator operative to provide a correction output based at

least partially on a selection made by said selector.

34. A computer-assisted language correction system comprising:

an alternatives generator, generating on the basis of an input multiple

alternatives for at least one word in the input;

a selector, grading each said at least one word as well as ones of said

multiple alternatives therefor generated by said alternatives generator according to

multiple selection criteria, and applying a bias in favor of said at least one word vis-a-



vis ones of said multiple alternatives therefor generated by said alternatives generator,

said bias being a function of an input uncertainty metric indicating uncertainty of a

person providing said input; and

a correction generator operative to provide a correction output based on a

selection made by said selector.

35. A computer-assisted language correction system comprising:

' an incorrect word suspector evaluating at least most of the words in a

language input, said suspector being at least partially responsive to an input uncertainty

metric indicating uncertainty of a person providing said input, said suspector providing

a suspected incorrect word output; and

an alternatives generator, generating a plurality of alternatives for

suspected incorrect words identified by said suspected incorrect word output;

a selector for selecting among each suspected incorrect word and the

plurality of alternatives generated by said alternatives generator; and

a correction generator operative to provide a correction output based on a

selection made by said selector.

36. A computer-assisted language correction system comprising:

at least one of a spelling correction module, a misused-word correction

module and a grammar correction module receiving a multi-word input and providing a

correction output, each of said at least one of a spelling correction module, a misused-

word correction module and a grammar correction including:

an alternative word candidate generator including:

phonetic similarity functionality operative to propose alternative

words based on phonetic similarity to a word in said input and to indicate a metric of

phonetic similarity; and

character string similarity functionality operative to propose

alternative words based on character string similarity to a word in said input and to

indicate a metric of character string similarity for each alternative word; and



a selector operative to select either a word in said output or an alternative

word candidate proposed by said alternative word candidate generator by employing

said phonetic similarity and character string similarity metrics together with context-

based selection functionality.

37. A computer-assisted language correction system comprising:

suspect word identification functionality, receiving a multi-word

language input and providing a suspect word output which indicates suspect words-

feature identification functionality operative to identify features including

said suspect words;

an alternative selector identifying alternatives to said suspect words;

feature occurrence functionality employing a corpus and providing an

occurrence output, ranking various features including said alternatives as to their

frequency of use in the corpus; and

a selector employing said occurrence output to provide a correction

output,

said feature identification functionality comprising feature filtration

functionality including at least one of:

functionality for eliminating features containing suspected errors;

functionality for negatively biasing features which contain words

introduced in an earlier correction iteration of said multi-word input and which have a

confidence level below a confidence level predetermined threshold; and

functionality for eliminating features which are contained in another

feature having an frequency of occurrence above a predetermined frequency threshold.

38. A computer-assisted language correction system according to any of

claims 32-37 and wherein said selector is operative to make said selections based on at

least two of the following correction functions:

spelling correction;

misused word correction; and

grammar correction.



39. A computer-assisted language correction system according to claim 39

and wherein said selector is operative to make said selections based on at least one of

the following time ordering of corrections:

spelling correction prior to at least one of misused word correction and

grammar correction;

40. A computer-assisted language correction system according to any of

claims 32 - 39 and wherein said language input is speech and said selector is operative

to make said selections based on at least one of the following correction functions:

grammar correction; and

misused word correction.

41. A computer-assisted language correction system according to any of

claims 32 - 40 and wherein said correction generator comprises a corrected language

input generator operative to provide a corrected language output based on selections

made by said selector without requiring user intervention.

42. A computer-assisted language correction system according to any of

claims 32 - 33 and 36 - 4 1 and wherein said selector is also operative to make said

selections based at least partly on a user input uncertainty metric.

43. A computer-assisted language correction system according to claim 4

and wherein said user input uncertainty metric is a function based on a measurement of

the uncertainty of a person providing said input.

44. A computer-assisted language correction system according to any of

claims 32 - 43 and wherein said selector also employs user input history learning

functionality.

45. A computer-assisted language correction system comprising:



suspect word identification functionality, receiving a multi-word

language input and providing a suspect word output which indicates suspect words;

feature identification functionality operative to identify features including

said suspect words;

an alternative selector identifying alternatives to said suspect words;

occurrence functionality employing a corpus and providing an occurrence

output, ranking features including said alternatives as to their frequency of use in the

corpus; and

a correction output generator, employing said occurrence output to

provide a correction output,

said feature identification functionality comprising:

at least one of:

N-gram identification functionality; and

co-occurrence identification functionality; and

at least one of:

skip-gram identification functionality;

switch-gram identification functionality; and

previously used by user feature identification functionality.

46. A computer-assisted language correction system comprising:

a grammatical error suspector evaluating at least most of the words in an

language input on the basis of their fit within a context of the language input; and

a correction generator operative to provide a correction output based at

least partially on an evaluation performed by said suspector.

47. A computer-assisted language correction system according to claim 46

and also comprising:

an alternatives generator, generating on the basis of said language input,

a text-based representation providing multiple alternatives for at least one of said at least

most words in said language input; and



a selector for selecting among at least said multiple alternatives for each

of said at least one of said at least most words in said language input, and wherein

said correction generator is operative to provide said correction output

based on selections made by said selector.

48. A computer-assisted language correction system according to claim 46 or

47 and also comprising:

a suspect word output indicator indicating an extent to which at least

some of said at least most of said words in said language input is suspect as containing

grammatical error.

49. A computer-assisted language correction system according to any of

claims 46 - 48 and wherein said correction generator comprises an automatic corrected

language generator operative to provide a corrected text output based at least partially

on an evaluation performed by said suspector, without requiring user intervention.

50. A computer-assisted language correction system comprising:

a grammatical error suspector evaluating words in a language input;

an alternatives generator, generating multiple alternatives for at least

some of the words in the language input evaluated as suspect words by said suspector, at

least one of said multiple alternatives for a word in the language input being consistent

with a contextual feature of said word in the language input;

a selector for selecting among at least said multiple alternatives; and

a correction generator operative to provide a correction output based at

least partially on a selection made by said selector.

51. A computer-assisted language correction system comprising:

a grammatical error suspector evaluating words in an language input and

identifying suspect words;

an alternatives generator, generating multiple alternatives for said suspect

words;



a selector, grading each said suspect word as well as ones of said multiple

alternatives therefor generated by said alternatives generator according to multiple

selection criteria, and applying a bias in favor of said suspect word vis-a-vis ones of said

multiple alternatives therefor generated by said alternatives generator; and

a correction generator operative to provide a correction output based at

least partially on a selection made by said selector.

52. A computer-assisted language correction system according to claim 50 or

claim 5 1 and wherein said correction generator comprises a corrected language input

generator operative to provide a corrected language output based on selections made by

said selector without requiring user intervention.

53. A computer-assisted language correction system comprising context

based scoring of various alternative corrections, based at least partially on contextual

feature-sequence (CFS) frequencies of occurrences in an internet corpus.

54. A computer-assisted language correction system according to claim 53

and also comprising at least one of:

spelling correction functionality;

misused word correction functionality; and

grammar correction functionality,

cooperating with said context based scoring.

55. A computer-assisted language correction system according to claim 53 or

claim 54 and wherein said context based scoring is also based at least partially on

normalized CFS frequencies of occurrences in an internet corpus.

56. A computer-assisted language correction system according to any of

claims 53 - 55 and wherein said context based scoring is also based at least partially on

a CFS importance score.



57. A computer-assisted language correction system according to any of

claims 53 - 56 and wherein said CFS importance score is a function of at least one of the

following:

operation of a part-of-speech tagging and sentence parsing functionality;

a CFS length; a frequency of occurrence of each of the words in the CFS and a CFS

type.

58. A computer-assisted language correction system comprising:

an alternatives generator, generating on the basis of an input sentence a

text-based representation providing multiple alternatives for each of a plurality of words

in the sentence;

a selector for selecting among at least said multiple alternatives for each

of said plurality of words in the sentence;

a confidence level assigner operative to assign a confidence level to a

selected alternative from said multiple alternatives; and

a correction generator operative to provide a correction output based on

selections made by said selector and at least partially on said confidence level.

59. A computer-assisted language correction system according to claim 58

and wherein said multiple alternatives are evaluated based on contextual feature

sequences (CFSs) a d said confidence level is based on at least one of the following

parameters:

number, type and scoring of selected CFSs;

a measure of statistical significance of frequency of occurrence of said

multiple alternatives, in the context of the CFSs;

degree of consensus on the selection of one of said multiple alternatives,

based on preference metrics of each of said CFSs and word similarity scores of said

multiple alternatives;

a non-contextual similarity score of said one of said multiple alternatives

being above a first predetermined minimum threshold; and



an extent of contextual data available, as indicated by the number of said

CFSs having CFS scores above a second predetermined minimum threshold and having

preference scores over a third predetermined threshold.

60. A computer-assisted language correction system comprising:

a punctuation error suspector evaluating at least some of the words and

punctuation in a language input on the basis of their fit within a context of the language

input based on frequency of occurrence of feature-grams of said language input in an

internet corpus; and

a correction generator operative to provide a correction output based at

least partially on an evaluation performed by said suspector.

61. A computer-assisted language correction system according to claim 601

and wherein said correction generator includes at least one of missing punctuation

correction functionality, superfluous punctuation correction functionality and

punctuation replacement correction functionality.

62. A computer-assisted language correction system comprising:

a grammatical element error suspector evaluating at least some of the

words in a language input on the basis of their fit within a context of the language input

based on frequency of occurrence of feature-grams of said language input in an internet

corpus; and

a correction generator operative to provide a correction output based at

least partially on an evaluation performed by said suspector.

63. A computer-assisted language correction system according to claim 62

and wherein said correction generator includes at least one of missing grammatical

element correction functionality, superfluous grammatical element correction

functionality and grammatical element replacement correction functionality.



64. A computer-assisted language correction system according to claim 62 or

claim 63 and wherein said grammatical element is one of an article, a preposition and a

conjunction.
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